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Abstract
Consider two data providers, each maintaining records of different feature sets about common
entities. They aim to learn a linear model over the whole set of features. This problem of
federated learning over vertically partitioned data includes a crucial upstream issue: entity
resolution, i.e. finding the correspondence between the rows of the datasets. It is well known
that entity resolution, just like learning, is mistake-prone in the real world. Despite the impor-
tance of the problem, there has been no formal assessment of how errors in entity resolution
impact learning.
In this paper, we provide a thorough answer to this question, answering how optimal clas-
sifiers, empirical losses, margins and generalisation abilities are affected. While our answer
spans a wide set of losses — going beyond proper, convex, or classification calibrated —, it
brings simple practical arguments to upgrade entity resolution as a preprocessing step to learn-
ing. One of these suggests that entity resolution should be aimed at controlling or minimizing
the number of matching errors between examples of distinct classes. In our experiments, we
modify a simple token-based entity resolution algorithm so that it indeed aims at avoiding
matching rows belonging to different classes, and perform experiments in the setting where en-
tity resolution relies on noisy data, which is very relevant to real world domains. Notably, our
approach covers the case where one peer does not have classes, or a noisy record of classes. Ex-
periments display that using the class information during entity resolution can buy significant
uplift for learning at little expense from the complexity standpoint.
1 Introduction
With the ever-expanding collection of data, it is becoming common practice for organisations to
cooperate with the objective of leveraging their joint collections of data [12, 14], with a wider
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push to create and organise data marketplaces as followers to the more monolithic data warehouse
[31]. Organisations are fully aware of the potential gain of combining their data assets, specifically
in terms of increased statistical power for analytics and predictive tasks. For example, hospitals
and medical facilities could leverage the medical history of common patients in order to prevent
chronic diseases and risks of future hospitalisation.
The problem of learning models using the data collected and kept/maintained by different par-
ties — federated learning for short [20] — has become as much a necessity as a concrete research
challenge, expanding beyond machine learning through fields like databases and privacy. Among
other features, work in the area can be classified in terms of (a) whether the data is vertically or
horizontally partitioned and (b) the family of models being learned. The overwhelming majority
of previous work on secure distributed learning considers a horizontal data partition in which data
providers record the same features for different entities. Solutions can take advantage of the sep-
arability of loss functions which decompose the loss by examples. Relevant approaches can be
found e.g. in [33] (and references therein).
In a vertical data partition, which is our setting, data providers can record different features for
the same entities. The vertical data partition case is more challenging than the horizontal one [14].
To see this, notice that in the later case, gathering all the data in one place makes any conventional
learning algorithm fit to learn from the whole data. In the vertical partition case however, gathering
the data in one place would not solve the problem since we would still have to figure out the
correspondence between entities of the different datasets to learn from the union of all features.
Vertical data partition is more relevant to the setting where different organisations would sit in the
same market, thus aggregating different features for the same customers. The technical problem
to overcome is that loss functions are in general not separable over features. With the exception of
the unhinged loss [30], this would be the case for most proper, classification calibrated and/or non-
convex losses [3, 24, 27]. A way to overcome this problem is to join the datasets upstream, using a
broad family of techniques we refer to as entity resolution (or entity matching, record linkage, [8]).
For the whole pipeline — from matching to learning — to be fully and properly optimized taking
into account eventual additional constraints (like privacy), it is paramount to tackle and answer the
following question:
"how does entity-resolution impact learning ?",
in particular because error-free entity resolution is often not available in the real-world [18], see
Figure 1. Case studies report that exact matching can be very damaging when identifiers are not
stable and error-prone: 25% of true matches would have been missed by exact matching in a census
operation [29, 32]. In fact, one might expect such errors to just snowball with those of learning:
for example, wrong matches of a hospital database with pharmaceutical records with the objective
to improve preventive treatments could be disastrous on the predictive performances of a model
learned from the joined databases.
To our knowledge, there has been no formal treatment of this question so far, and the question
is open not just for machine learning as post-processing step to entity-resolution [15]. As a con-
sequence perhaps, some work just assumes that the solution to entity-resolution is known a priori
[14].
Our contribution— In this paper, we provide the first detailed answer to this question and hint on
how it can be used to improve entity resolution as an upstream process to federated learning with
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Figure 1: The problem of entity resolution. In this example, peers A and B share common features
(name, date of birth — DOB) that could be used to craft an unique identifier, but the entries are
noisy so it becomes hard to match rows between peers.
vertically partitioned data. We focus on a popular class of models for federated learning, linear
models [14, 33]. To summarize our theoretical contribution, we bound the variation of several key
quantities as computed from the error-prone entity-resolved dataset on one hand, and also from the
ideal dataset for which we would know the optimal correspondence on the other hand. These key
quantities include:
(i) the relative deviation between the optimal classifiers;
(ii) the deviation between their respective losses;
(iii) the deviation in their respective generalization abilities;
More importantly, we carry this analysis for any Ridge-regularized loss that satisfies some mild
differentiability conditions, thus not necessarily being convex, nor classification-calibrated, nor
even proper.
Overall, our results shed light on large margin classification in the context of federated learning,
and how it brings resilience in learning after entity resolution. Indeed, we show that it yields im-
munity to entity resolution mistakes — examples receive the right class from the classifier learned
from error-prone entity-resolved data if they would receive large margin classification from the
optimal, "ideal" classifier learned from the ideal data. Federated learning in the vertical partition
setting increases the number of features and is thereby likely to increase margins as well. Hence,
such a theoretical result on immunity represents a very strong argument for federated learning.
On a broader agenda including impacts for practical entity-resolution algorithms, our analysis
suggests that there exists a small set of controls defined from entity resolution mistakes that es-
sentially drive all deviations highlighted before. Being able to control them essentially leads to
a strong handle on how entity-resolution impacts learning, from the classifier learned to its rates
for generalization, with respect to the ideal classifier. The most prominent of these knobs is the
errors made by entity resolution across classes, i.e. wrongly linking observations that belong to
different classes. Our theory suggests that focusing on such mistakes during entity resolution can
bring significant leverage for the classifier learned afterwards. We exemplify this experimentally,
by modifying a simple token-based greedy entity-resolution algorithm to integrate the constraint
of carrying out entity resolution within classes [10, 15], assuming that one peer has knowledge
of the classes but the other one may not — either classes are noisy or just not present —. We
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perform simulated experiments on fifteen distinct UCI domains, simulated to investigate the key
parameters of federated learning in the setting where peers share the knowledge of some features
(such as gender, age, postal code for customers), which can furthermore be noisy. Experiments
display that even when only one peer has the knowledge of classes, significant improvements can
be obtained over the approach that performs entity resolution without using classes, and can even
compete with the result of the learner that has access to the (unknown) ideally entity-resolved data.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives definitions. Section 3 shows how to
reduce the analysis for a general loss to that of a specific kind of loss called Taylor loss. Sections
4 through 7 develop our theoretical results, and Section 8 provide experiments. A last Section
discusses and concludes our paper. An Appendix, starting page 24, provides all proofs.
2 Definitions
Supervised learning, losses — Let [n] = {1, 2, ..., n}. In the ordinary batch supervised learning
setting, one is given a set of m examples Sˆ
.
= {(xˆi, yi), i ∈ [m]}, where xˆi ∈ X ⊆ Rd is an
observation (X is called the domain) and yi ∈ {−1, 1} is a label, or class (the "hat" notation shall
be explained below). Our objective is to learn a linear classifier θ ∈ Θ for some fixed Θ ⊆ Rd.
θ gives a label to some x ∈ X equal to the sign of θ⊤x ∈ R. The goodness of fit of θ on Sˆ is
measured by a loss function. We essentially consider two categories of losses. The first is the set
of Ridge-regularized losses. Each element, ℓF , is defined by ℓF (Sˆ, θ; γ,Γ)
.
= L+R with
L
.
=
1
m
·
∑
i
F (yiθ
⊤xˆi) , R
.
= γθ⊤Γθ . (1)
Here, γ > 0 and Γ is symmetric positive definite. F : R→ R isC2 and satisfies |F ′(0)|, |F ′′(0)| ≪
∞ where "≪" means finite. Note that this is a very general definition as for example we do not
assume that F is convex nor even classification calibrated [3].
The other set of losses we consider, called Taylor losses, is such that L simplifies as a degree-
two polynomial:
L
.
= a+
b
m
·
∑
i
yiθ
⊤xˆi +
c
m
·
∑
i
(yiθ
⊤xˆi)
2 , (2)
with a, b, c ∈ R. Taylor losses have been used in secure federated learning [1, 12].
Federated learning— In federated learning, Sˆ is built from separate data-handling sources, called
peers. In our vertical partition setting, we have two peersA andB, each of which has the description
of the m examples on a subset of the d features. It may be the case that only one peer (A by
default) has labels. In addition to learning a classifier, federated learning thus faces the mandatory
preprocessing step of matching rows in the datasets of A and B to build dataset Sˆ, a preprocessing
step we define as entity resolution [8].
The observed dataset Sˆ is created from an unknown dataset S
.
= {(xi, yi), i ∈ [m]} whose
columns have been split between A and B. If we define X ∈ Rd×m as the matrix storing (colum-
nwise) observations of S, then each row of X is held by A or B. The "or" need not be exclusive
as some rows may be present in both A and B [25]. Also, duplicating rows in X does not change
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the learning problem. There is thus both an ideal X and an estimated observation matrix Xˆ giving
the observations of Sˆ and built from entity-resolution. To understand how the differences between
Xˆ and X impact learning, we need to drill down into the formalization of Xˆ. Both matrices can be
represented by block matrices, with each distinct feature row present exactly once, as:
X
.
=
[
XA
XB
]
, Xˆ
.
=
[
XA
XˆB
.
= XBP∗
]
, (3)
where P∗ ∈ {0, 1}m×m is a permutationmatrix (unknown) capturing the mistakes of entity-resolution
if P∗ 6= Im (the identity matrix). From convention (3), the features of A are not affected by
entity-resolution: we call them anchor features. Because the features of Bare affected by entity-
resolution, we call them shuffle features. A folklore fact [6] (Chapter I.5) is that any permutation
matrix can be factored as a product of elementary permutation matrices, each of which swaps two
rows/columns of Im. So, suppose
P∗ =
T∏
t=1
Pt , (4)
where Pt is an elementary permutation matrix, where T , the size of P∗, is unknown. We let
uA(t), vA(t) ∈ [m] the two column indexes in A affected by Pt. Xˆ can be progressively constructed
from a sequence Xˆ0, Xˆ1, ..., XˆT where Xˆ0 = X, XˆT = Xˆ and for t ≥ 1,
Xˆt
.
=
[
XA
XˆtB
]
, XˆtB
.
= XB
t∏
j=1
Pj . (5)
Let Xˆt
.
= [xˆt1 xˆt2 · · · xˆtn] denote the column vector decomposition of Xˆt (with xˆ0i .= xi) and let
Sˆt be the training sample obtained from the t first permutations in the sequence. Hence, Sˆ0 = S,
SˆT = Sˆ and Sˆt
.
= {(xˆti, yi), i ∈ [m]}. We let uB(t) (resp. vB(t)) denote the indices in [m] of the
shuffle features in X that are in observation uA(t) (resp. vA(t)) and that will be permuted by Pt,
creating Xˆt from Xˆt−1. For example, if uB(t) = vA(t), vB(t) = uA(t), then Pt correctly reconstructs
observations in indexes uA(t) and vA(t) in X. Figure 2 illustrates the use of these notations.
Key parameters of P∗ — it is clear that all mistakes of entity-resolution are captured by P∗, so it
is not surprising that all our results depend on some key parameters of P∗. A key property is how
errors "accumulate" through the factorization of P∗ in eq. (4). Hereafter, wF for w ∈ Rd denotes
the subvector ofw containing the features of peer F ∈ {A,B}.
Definition 1 We say that Pt is (ε, τ)-accurate for some ε, τ ≥ 0, ε ≤ 1 iff for anyw ∈ Rd,
|(xˆti − xi)⊤BwB| ≤ ε · |x⊤i w|+ τ‖w‖2, ∀i ∈ [m] , (6)
|(xuF(t) − xvF(t))⊤FwF| ≤ ε · max
i∈{uF(t),vF(t)}
|x⊤i w|
+τ‖w‖2 , ∀F ∈ {A,B} . (7)
We say that P∗ is (ε, τ)-accurate iff each Pt is (ε, τ)-accurate, ∀t = 1, 2, ..., T .
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Figure 2: Permutation Pt applied to observation matrix Xˆt−1 and subsequent matrix Xˆt, using
notations uA(t), uB(t), vA(t) and vB(t). Textures represent observations of X (best viewed in
color).
If we consider that vectors xˆti − xi,xuF(t) − xvF(t) quantify errors attributable to Pt, then (ε, τ)-
accuracy postulates that errors along any direction are bounded by a fraction of the norm of original
observations, plus a penalty. In the context of the inequalities, τ is homogeneous to a norm while
ε is “unit-free”. For that reason, we define an important quantity aggregating ε and a “unit-free” τ :
ξ
.
= ε+
τ
X∗
, (8)
where X∗
.
= maxi ‖xi‖2 is the max norm in (the columns of) X. Remark that we always have
ξ ≤ 3 , ∀P∗ . (9)
Indeed, it is always true that xˆti ≤ 2X∗ and so ‖xˆti − xi‖2 ≤ 3X∗, ∀i ∈ [m], so regardless of
P∗, we can always choose ε = 0, τ = 3X∗, making ξ satisfy ineq. (9). Much smaller values
are possible: for example, when entity-resolution is so good that errors eventually slightly change
norms but not directions (e.g. xˆti − xi = εi · xi, ∀i), then we may end up with ε close to zero and
τ = 0, resulting in ξ close to zero as well. The reason why it is desirable for ξ to be significantly
smaller is given in the following definition.
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Definition 2 We say that P∗ is α-bounded for some 0 < α ≤ 1 iff its size satisfies
T ≤
(
m
ξ
) 1−α
2
.
It is crucial to remark that this puts a constraint on the size T since in all cases we shall require
T = O(
√
m) whenever ξ is not small (say ξ = 3, ineq. 9). This constraint is considerably
weakened when the magnitude of errors (ξ) gets small, so that we can end up with P∗ α-bounded
for α very close to 1, which shall be a highly desirable feature for the theory to follow. Notice
also that a permutation can always be decomposed in elementary permutations with T ≤ m, yet to
achieve a particular level of (ε, τ)-accuracy, we may need more than the minimal size factorisation.
It seems however more than reasonable to assume that we shall still have T = O(m) in all cases,
which does not fundamentally change the picture of the constraint imposed by α-boundedness.
Finally, we let T+ ≤ T denote the number of class mismatch permutations in the factorization, i.e.
for which yuA(t) 6= yvA(t) and let
ρ
.
=
T+
T
∈ [0, 1] (10)
define the proportion of elementary permutations that act between classes.
Key parameters for our results — Remarkably, all our results on how mistakes of entity reso-
lution affect learning essentially depend on three parameters only, each characterizing a distinct
unknown: the ideal classifier θ∗0 (δθ), permutation P∗ (δP) and the ideal dataset S (δS):
δθ
.
= ‖θ∗0‖2X∗ , δP .=
√
ξρ
4
, δS
.
=
∥∥∥∥∥ 1mX∗ ·
∑
i
yixi
∥∥∥∥∥
2
. (11)
It is not hard to see that δθ is an upperbound on the margin achieved by the ideal classifier on the
true dataset (Section 5), δP aggregates class mismatch and the magnitude of errors in permutations,
and δS is the norm of a normalized version of a sufficient statistics for the class in S called the mean
operator [26]. These can globally be seen as penalties — the smaller they are, the less impact has
P∗ on learning. The most important with respect to the design of entity resolution algorithms for
federated learning, δP, displays an interesting regime: when P∗ is "good enough" that ρ = 0— that
is, we make no entity-resolution mistakes between classes —, we have δP = 0, which can bring
substantially better bounds on all our results.
3 Anayzing Losses via Taylor losses
We let ℓT denote a Taylor loss. The importance of Taylor losses in our context is provided by our
first Theorem below which, by means of words, says that any of our losses ℓF sufficiently regular-
ized can be locally approximated in a neighborhood of any local minimum by a particular convex
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Taylor loss with very specific parameterization, crucial for our next results. Following [5], we let
λ↑1(.) denote the smallest eigenvalue. We let C denote the set of local minima of ℓF (Sˆ, θ; γ,Γ) —
omitting dependences in Sˆ, γ,Γ — and for any θ∗ ∈ C, we let N(θ∗) denote an open neighbor-
hood of θ∗ over which ℓF is convex, which is guaranteed to be non empty by the assumptions on
F . Parameters a, b, c below refer to those in eq. (2).
Theorem 3 ∀λ◦ > 0 and sample Sˆ, there exists λ∗ > 0 such that for any loss ℓF (Sˆ, θ; γ,ΓF )
satisfying γλ↑1(ΓF ) ≥ λ∗ and any θ∗ ∈ C, there exists a convex Taylor loss ℓT∗(Sˆ, θ; γ,ΓT ) such
that
(i) a = F (0), b = F ′(0),
(ii) argminθ ℓ
T∗(Sˆ, θ; γ,ΓT ) = θ
∗, and
(iii) γλ↑1(ΓT ) ≥ λ◦.
Furthermore, if F is strictly convex, then c > 0.
(Proof in Appendix, Subsection 10.1) Even when not as crucial as for (i – iii), the proof of Theorem
3 shows that we also have ℓF (Sˆ, θ
∗; γ,ΓF ) = ℓ
T∗(Sˆ, θ∗; γ,ΓT ), i.e. both losses coincide at the
local optimum for ℓF .
A natural question is what is the strength of the regularization imposed on ℓF (λ
∗). While one
can figure out worst cases F — not defining usual losses — for which λ∗ is large, we show that a
popular subset of proper losses yield reasonable values for λ∗ [24]: such losses are strictly convex,
non-negative and have no class-dependent misclassification cost. It can be shown for any such loss
that there exists a permissible ψ such that F
.
= Fψ with
Fψ(z)
.
=
ψ(0) + ψ⋆(−z)
ψ(0)− ψ(1/2)
.
= aψ +
ψ⋆(−z)
bψ
, (12)
where ⋆ is the convex conjugate [24]. A permissible ψ satisfies dom(ψ) ⊇ [0, 1], ψ strictly convex,
differentiable and symmetric with respect to 1/2. We add the condition that ψ′ is concave on
[0, 1/2] and denote this set of losses as regular symmetric proper losses (RSPL). Popular examples
of RSPLs include the square, logistic and Matsushita losses [24], the square loss also being a Taylor
loss. We let Xˆ∗
.
= maxi ‖xˆi‖2.
Lemma 4 Whenever ℓF is a RSPL in Theorem 3, we can pick λ
∗ .= λ◦ + F ′′ψ(0)Xˆ
2
∗/2.
(Proof in Appendix, Subsection 10.2) As examples, F ′′ψ(0) is respectively 1/4, 1/2 for the logistic
and Matsushita losses [24], which results in a relatively small value for λ∗.
We can briefly summarize this Section as follows: when sufficiently regularized, essentially
any locally optimal classifier for any loss ℓF is also optimal for some specific regularized convex
Taylor loss in which we have a = F (0), b = F ′(0). So, we focus in what follows on the sequence
of optimal classifiers for such Taylor losses, in which the sequence is defined by a progressive
application to S of the unknown elementary permutations defining P∗ as in eq. (4):
θ∗t
.
= argmin
θ
ℓTa,b,c(Sˆt, θ; γ,Γ) , (13)
for a = F (0), b = F ′(0) and c ∈ R∗, where a, b, c refer to coefficients in eq. (2). The particular
case c = 0 yields similar bounds with weaker assumptions but essentially corresponds to a single
loss, the unhinged loss [30]. We shall assume without loss of generality that the null vector is not
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Figure 3: We study the variations of the Taylor loss ℓTa,b,c (blue) which approximates a loss ℓF
around a local minimum (grey), as a function of the mistakes done by entity resolution: all our
results essentially show convergence of the optimal classifier learned from such mistakes, θ∗T , to
the optimal classifier learned from the ideal dataset, θ∗0 . This convergence holds for both the Taylor
loss and the original loss as well (see text).
optimal for the Taylor loss, which is in fact guaranteed by the regularization — alternatively, it
would also hold when F ′(0) 6= 0, which is for example ensured by classification calibrated losses
[3].
The interest in focusing on Ridge-regularized Taylor losses is three-folds: (i) we are trivially
able to compute the optimum of such losses given the constraints imposed on Theorem 3; we thus
get access to a fine-grained analysis of θ∗T ; (ii) our fine-grained bounds are directly relevant to
the numeroux approaches to secure encrypted federated learning that choose to directly optimize a
Taylor loss (often, the square loss Ridge-regularized) [13, 14, 16, 23], or an approximation of a loss
function via a Taylor loss [1, 12]; (iii) provided ℓF is continuous, which is a very weak assumption,
our bounds that analyze the convergence of classifiers or losses also apply asymptotically to any
loss ℓF defined in Section 2. This is summarized in Figure 3. Our next objective is to compute
the deviation between θ∗0 and θ
∗
T — respectively the ideal classifier (optimal on the ideal, perfectly
entity-resolved dataset S) and the classifier we learn after our mistake-prone entity-resolved dataset
Sˆ — and then see how this impacts learning from a variety of different standpoints.
4 Bounds on the relative deviation between optimal classifiers
To obtain our results, we shall need an assumption regarding the data and learning problem param-
eters. We denote σ(S) as the standard deviation of a discrete set S ⊂ R and define the stretch of
vector x along direction w 6= 0 as: ̟(x,w) .= ‖x‖2| cos(x,w)|. Let us denote for short vs(w)
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(resp. µs(w)) the variance of stretches (resp. average of squared stretches) in S:
µs(w)
.
= E[̟(x,w)2] ,
vs(w)
.
= µs(w)− (E[̟(x,w)])2 . (14)
Notice that both µs and vs are invariant to changes in the norm ofw. For i ∈ {−1,+1}, let
U(i)
.
= inf
w 6=0
c ·
{
(1− ε)2vs(w) if i = +1
(1 + ε)2µs(w) + τ
2 if i = −1 . (15)
Definition 5 We say that the data-model calibration assumption holds iff the following two con-
straints are satisfied: (a) (Maxnorm-variance regularization) Ridge regularization parameters γ,Γ
are chosen so that
X2∗
1
2
U(sign(c)) + γλ↑1(Γ)
≤ 1
2
·min
{
1
|F ′(0)| ,
1
2|c|
}
,
(b) (Minimal data size): m ≥ 4ξ.
Condition (a) imposes the Taylor loss to be sufficiently regularized and explains why we state
Theorem 3 with its condition (iii). We remark that constraint (a) is all the less demanding as ε, τ
are small, and |U | is always O(X2∗ ), so the constraint on regularization is roughly γλ↑1(Γ) ≥ uX2∗ ,
for a constant u ≥ 0 that can be very small when F is convex (c > 0, Theorem 3). Condition (b)
just postulates thatm is larger than a small constant, e.g. m ≥ 12 if we consider ineq. (9).
We now state our first result on how θ∗T deviates from θ
∗
0.
Theorem 6 Suppose P∗ is (ε, τ)-accurate and the data-model calibration assumption holds. Then
we have:
‖θ∗T − θ∗0‖2
‖θ∗0‖2
≤ ξ
n
· T 2 ·
(
1 +
δP
δθ
)
. (16)
If, furthermore, P∗ is α-bounded, then ‖θ∗T − θ∗0‖2/‖θ∗0‖2 ≤ C(m) · (1 + (δP/δθ)), with
C(m)
.
=
(
ξ
m
)α
. (17)
(proof in Appendix, Section 10.3) Remember that the most stringent assumption is that of α-
boundedness, so essentially as long as we have access to more data that can be linked by keeping
entity-resolution errors bounded enough in size (say, T = o(
√
m)), the impact of entity-resolution
on the drift between optimal classifiers vanishes withm:
C(m) →+∞ 0 , ∀α ∈ (0, 1] . (18)
We also remark that when δP = 0, which happens when there are no entity-resolution mistakes
between classes due to P∗, then under the assumptions of Theorem 6, we simply have
‖θ∗T − θ∗0‖2
‖θ∗0‖2
≤ C(m) .
We now quantify how the bounded drifts guaranteed by Theorem 6 translate to learning.
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5 Optimal large margin classification implies immunity to en-
tity resolution mistakes
We show that under the conditions of Theorem 6, large margin classification by the ideal classifier
(θ∗0) survives the changes brought by P∗ on learning, in the sense that the related examples will also
be given the same, right class by the classifier we learn, θ∗T — the corresponding margin, however,
may vary. We formalize the definition now.
Definition 7 Fix κ > 0. We say that θ∗T is immune to entity resolution at margin κ iff for any
example (x, y), if y(θ∗0)
⊤x > κ, then y(θ∗T )
⊤x > 0.
Hence, (x, y) receives the right class by both θ∗0 and θ
∗
T . We can now formalize the immunity
property.
Theorem 8 Suppose P∗ is (ε, τ)-accurate and α-bounded, and the data-model calibration assump-
tion holds. For any κ > 0, θ∗T is immune to entity resolution at margin κ if
m > ξ ·
(
δθ + δP
κ
) 1
α
. (19)
(proof in Appendix, Section 10.4) Eq. (19) is interesting for the relationships between m (data), ξ
(permutation) and κ (margin) to achieve immunity. Consider a permutation P∗ for which ρ = 0.
Since the maximal optimal margin is bounded by δθ by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, Theorem 8
says that picking κ
.
= δ · δθ for 0 < δ < 1 brings immunity at margin κ if δ > C(m) where C(m)
is defined in Theorem 6, so the lowest possible margin from which immunity holds converges to
zero at rate 1/mα. When it is not the case that ρ = 0 however, the picture can be very different if
δθ is very small compared to δP.
6 Taylor losses of optimal classifiers on the ideal data
In this Section, we essentially show that under the assumptions of Theorem 8, it holds that (little-oh
wrtm→∞):
ℓTa,b,c(S, θ
∗
T ; γ,Γ)− ℓTa,b,c(S, θ∗0; γ,Γ) = o(1) , (20)
i.e. our classifier converges to the same loss on the ideal data S as the ideal classifier, and the
convergence is governed by C(m), therefore displaying a rate proportional to 1/mα.
Theorem 9 Denote for short ℓT(θ)
.
= ℓTa,b,c(S, θ; γ,Γ), with a, b, c as in eq. (13). If P∗ is (ε, τ)-
accurate and α-bounded, and the data-model calibration assumption holds, then:
ℓT(θ∗T )− ℓT(θ∗0) ≤ C(m) · (δθ + δP) · A , (21)
where A
.
= |F ′(0)|δS + (3δθ + 2δP) (|c|+ dγλ↓1(Γ)/X2∗ ).
(proof in Appendix, Section 10.5) We remark a difference with Theorem 8: the bound also depends
on δS , and so on the norm of a sufficient statistics for the class, the mean operator [26].
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7 Generalization abilities
Suppose that ideal sample S is obtained i.i.d. from some unknown distribution D, before it is
"split" between A and B, and then reconstructed to form our training sample Sˆ. What is the
generalization ability of classifier θ∗T , learned on Sˆ ? This question is non-trivial because it entails
the impact of entity resolution on generalization, and not just on training, that is, we want to
upperbound Pr(x,y)∼D[y(θ
∗
T )
⊤x ≤ 0] with high probability given that the data we have access to
may not exactly reflect sampling from D, or even existing examples. In essence, we show that
provided the size of P∗ is further bounded (say, T = o(m
1/4)), the guarantees on the rate of
convergence for generalization of θ∗T are of the same order as the one for θ
∗
0. To get this result,
we first note that Ridge regularization implies that the norm of θ∗0 is bounded, say as ‖θ∗0‖2 ≤ θ∗
for some θ∗. Let us then define R
∗
m
.
= X∗θ∗/
√
m, which is an upperbound for the empirical
Rademacher complexity of θ∗0 [19] (Theorem 3). It comes that with probability ≥ 1 − δ, we shall
have Pr(x,y)∼D
[
y(θ∗0)
⊤x ≤ 0] ≤ Q with
Q
.
= ℓTF (0),F ′(0),c(S, θ
∗
0; γ,Γ) + 2LR
∗
m +
√
ln(2/δ)
2m
(22)
[4] (Theorem 7), where L is the Lipschitz constant of the Ridge-regularized Taylor loss. The
question we answer now is how we can bound Pr(x,y)∼D[y(θ
∗
T )
⊤x ≤ 0] as a function of Q, which,
we recall, quantifies the generalization abilities of θ∗0 .
Theorem 10 With probability at least 1 − δ over the sampling of S according to Dm, as long
as permutation P∗ that creates Sˆ from S is (ε, τ)-accurate and α-bounded and the data-model
calibration assumption holds, it holds that
Pr
(x,y)∼D
[
y(θ∗T )
⊤x ≤ 0]
≤ Q + C(m) · (δθ + δP) ·
(
A +
2L√
m
)
, (23)
where A is defined in Theorem 9.
(proof in Appendix, Section 10.6) Hence, with high probability, entity resolution affects general-
ization only through the additional penalty to Q in ineq. (23), which is factored by C(m). In
consequence, if P∗ is "small" enough so that α ≥ 1/2, then we keep the rate of order O(1/
√
m) of
the entity-resolution-free case of ineq. (22).
8 Experiments
8.1 Setting
We consider the setting in which peers A and B have a small set of their features which is present
in both peers, features that we call shared features and that are used for entity resolution. This
setting is realistic considering e.g. that many businesses or government bodies would share basic
information about their customers (such as gender, postal code, age, contact number, etc.) [25].
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Algorithm 1: GREEDY(S)
Input: set [m]2 ⊃ S .= {(iA, iB)}, where iA (resp. iB) belongs to indexes of A (resp. B);
Sg ← ∅;
repeat
let (i∗
A
, i∗
B
)
.
= argmax(i,i′)∈S cosSim(shared(xAi), shared(xBi′));
Sg ← Sg ∪ {(i∗A, i∗B)};
delete i∗
A
from S;
delete i∗
B
from S;
until S = ∅;
return Sg
We then put noise in those shared features as a slider to vary the hardness of the task. Notice the
challenging aspect of the task: entity resolution is computed from a relatively small set of eventu-
ally noisy features, after which learning is carried out. This typically corresponds to the example
of Figure 1. We adopt a simple noise injection process, inspired by thorough analyses in the area
[9]. Let p be the noise probability. Each shared value is replaced with probability p by a neighbor
in the feature’s domain, i.e. if we assume a total order in the feature values (which is available for
most: binary, real or ordinal), we replace with probability p the feature value by a neighbor in the
order: if the feature is binary, then it is replaced by the other value; otherwise, we pick uniformly
at random a value in the set of neighboring ±u indexes, clamped to the observed set of values —
i.e. we do not generate unobserved feature values. If there are more than 20 recorded values for
the feature, then u = 10; otherwise, u = 2. Such a neighbor noise process follows the observed
pattern that errors in the real world often generate neighboring values, for a neighbor relationship
that can belong to the phonetic, typographic, OCR or just keyboard spaces [9]. We measure the
similarity of observed shared vectors using the cosine similarity, which is a convenient similarity
measure for token-based entity-resolution approaches (the other leading approaches are called edit
based [21]). Given one observation from A, xA, and one from B, xB, the cosine similarity between
the subvectors of shared values is denoted cosSim(shared(xA), shared(xB)).
To make sure that there is no difference between the learning algorithm used after entity-
resolution, we always use AdaBoost [28], run for 1000 iterations to learn a linear classifier. We use
AdaBoost because of its guaranteed convergence rates under a weak assumption which fits well
to our setting. We also notice that AdaBoost provably minimizes the exponential loss, which fits
to our theory. However, it is not possible to find the optimal classifier θ∗0 in closed form for this
loss. Thus, we shall rather learn it from ideally entity-resolved data. This is what we discuss in the
following Section.
8.2 Algorithms and baselines for entity-resolution
The max-weighted matching problem and the GREEDY routine — there is a particularly in-
teresting routine that we call GREEDY, which delivers a fast approximation to a problem that
generalizes ours for entity-resolution: maximum weighted matching for balanced bipartite graphs
[2]. The instance of this problem is a balanced complete bipartite graph with non-negative weights,
a feasible solution is a subset of edges covering all vertices, in which each vertex appears once.
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The criterion to be maximized is the sum of weights. If we take as the total (sum-of) cosine simi-
larity the criterion to be maximized for entity-resolution and note that maximizing the criterion for
the cosine similarities is equivalent to maximizing the same criterion for (1+cosine similarity)es,
which is non-negative, then GREEDY, provided in Algorithm 1, provides a fast approximation to
entity-resolution, namely O(|S|2 log |S|) for a non-optimized implementation. Let us denote C∗
the optimal value of the total cosine similarity. There exists a long-known method, the Hungarian
algorithm, that provably achieves the optimum [22], yet it requires a significantly more sophisti-
cated implementation to even reach O(|S|3) time complexity. We stick to the greedy algorithm
GREEDY not just for computational reasons and its straightforwardness of implementation: we in
fact do not seek the optimal solution to entity-resolution but rather wish to find one that is going to
prove good for learning. Whether we can win from both standpoints — having a good approxima-
tion of the entity resolution criterion while having the best possible solution for learning — shall
be discussed as well, and we can already remark that GREEDY provides a guaranteed very good
constant approximation to C∗.
Lemma 11 [2] (Theorem 4) Let us denote CGREEDY as the total entity-resolution similarity retrieved
by GREEDY. Then CGREEDY ≥ C∗/2.
It is also believed that the actual worst-case approximation provided by GREEDY is even better
[11]. In our experiments, we test and compare several algorithms for entity-resolution in various
environments.
B does not use classes: GREEDYER — In this case, peer B does not have the knowledge of
classes and does not use the knowledge of classes for entity resolution: linking proceeds from a
straightforward use of routine GREEDY, as explained in the boxed algorithm below, where S
.
=
{(i, i′), i ∈ [m], i′ ∈ [m]}.
Algorithm GREEDYER(S) — Let
Sg ← GREEDY(S) . (24)
Link all data following Sg, return Sˆ.
B has classes: GREEDYER+C — This approach can be implemented when both A and B have
the knowledge of the true class for their respective observations, which is the setting of [25]. The
algorithm simply consists in running GREEDY over the positive class only, then GREEDY over the
negative class only and finally linking the datasets according to the outputs of GREEDY. More
formally, if we denote for short SA
.
= {(xAi, yAi) : i = 1, 2, ..., m} the sample from A, and
SB
.
= {(xBi, yBi) : i = 1, 2, ..., m} the sample from B, then the algorithm can be summarized as
follows, with S+
.
= {(i, i′) : yAi = yBi′ = +1} and S− .= {(i, i′) : yAi = yBi′ = −1}.
Algorithm GREEDYER+C(S+ , S−) — Let
S
+
g
← GREEDY(S+) , (25)
S
−
g
← GREEDY(S−) . (26)
Link the datasets following S+
g
and S−
g
, return Sˆ.
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B does not have classes but learns them: GREEDYER+C — In this case, peer B does not have
the knowledge of classes but computes classes using a simple four-steps practical approach relying
on shared features: (i) we run GREEDY as in GREEDYER and then discard couples in Sg whose
similarity is below the median similarity. We then assign a label to the observations of B still
appearing in Sg, by using the correspondence with A in Sg. To complete labelling in B, (ii) we use
a simple k-NN algorithm inside B which gives a label to the remaining observations based on the
labels computed from step (i) only. At this stage, all observations in B are given a class. We then
(iii) run GREEDYER+C using the predicted classes for B.
Notice that we have no guarantee that the proportion of classes in B will be the same as in A.
For that reason, we end up in general with a subset of observations in A and B being not linked.
To complete linkage, (iv) we just run GREEDYER in the subset of remaining observations. The
overall algorithm is sketched in the box below.
Algorithm GREEDYER+C— Let S
.
= {(i, i′), i ∈ [m], i′ ∈ [m]}, and
Sg ← GREEDY(S) . (27)
Let ς be the median similarity in Sg. Discard from Sg all couples with similarity below ς and
affect classes to observations of B using the remaining couples:
∀(i, i′) ∈ Sg, yBi′ ← yAi . (28)
Let S∅
B
denote the subset of observations of B without a label, and Sc
B
denote the subset of
observations of B with a label (the total set of observations of B is S∅
B
∪Sc
B
). Use a k-NN rule
to give a label to observations from S∅
B
:
∀xBi′ ∈ S∅B, yBi′ ← k-NN(ScB) . (29)
Let S+
.
= {(i, i′) : yAi = yBi′ = +1} and S− .= {(i, i′) : yAi = yBi′ = −1}. Run
GREEDYER+C(S+ , S−). Let SA ⊆ [m] and SB ⊆ [m] denote (indexes of) the subsets of
observations not linked in A and B (we have |SA| = |SB|). Run GREEDYER(SA × SB), link
all data, return Sˆ.
B has noisy classes: GREEDYER+C˜ — This corresponds to running GREEDYER+C in an en-
vironment where A has the knowledge of the true class but B has a knowledge of noisy classes.
To conform with the vertical partition setting, we simulate permutation noise over classes in B by
the following process: starting from setting GREEDYER+C / true classes, given a proportion p′,
we permute a random positive class and a random negative class for [mp′] iterations in B, where
[.] gives integer rounding. We then run GREEDYER+C as in the noise-free setting. To distin-
guish with the noise-free environment, we call this approach GREEDYER+C˜(p′). We consider
p′ ∈ {0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2}.
"IDEAL" — because we use simulated domains, we are able to compute the performances of the
ideal entity-resolution algorithm which essentially returns S instead of Sˆ, and so P∗ = Im (the
identity matrix) in eq. (30).
Algorithm "IDEAL" — return S.
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This gives our "optimal" baseline to compare against the practical approaches to entity-resolution
developed thereafter. Remark the quotes: we are in fact running AdaBoost to learn the classifier
as seen in Section 8.1, so we cannot ascertain that we indeed learn θ∗0 , but rather compute an
approximation to θ∗0 . What we can however certify is that approximations to the ideal classifier θ
∗
0
come only from AdaBoost and are not due to errors in entity resolution.
8.3 Domains
To have reliable baselines against which to compare our algorithms, we have used UCI domains
[7] from which we have generated our distributed data using the following process: given a set of
shared features, split randomly the remaining features between A and B. The shared features of B
are then noisified using the process describes above in Subsection 8.1. A always has access to the
classes. Remark that since only the shared features of B are noisified, this guarantees that the final
observation matrix, Xˆ, obtained after entity-resolution indeed meets
Xˆ
.
=
[
XA
XBP∗
]
(30)
for some unknown P∗. This guarantees that the differences between learning algorithms are not
due to the (variable) effect of noise in features but to the errors of P∗ following mistakes in entity
resolution. Table 1 presents the domains we have used. For two of them (phishing, transfusion),
we have considered two versions, one in which the shared attributes are highly correlated with the
class (H) and one in which they are not (L).
8.4 General results
Results are displayed in Table 2. From those results, several observations come to the fore. First,
the larger the number of errors of entity resolution among classes for GREEDYER (Table 1, C.Err),
the more beneficial are the approaches using the class information for entity resolution. On do-
mains firmteacher, ionosphere, phishing, using the class information is almost always on par with
or (significantly) better than GREEDYER. Second, the improvement can be extremely significant
as witnessed by domains creditcard or firmteacher, with almost 20 % improvement when using
(even noisy) classes on creditcard, and still up to 6% improvement when using predicted classes
(GREEDYER+C) on creditcard. This is very good news because the shared features we used on
creditcard — sex, education, marriage, age — are typically those that would be shared in a feder-
ated learning setting.
Another observationmay bemade: on all domains but one (banknote), carrying entity-resolution
is susceptible to compete against "Ideal". On the majority of domains, there exists a version of
GREEDYER[as is | +C | +C | +C˜] which beats "Ideal" — even when not statistically in most cases
—. On few domains, page, sonar, transfusion (both H and L), using class information yields re-
sults that almost always beat the "Ideal" baseline. One explanation comes from the fact that all
learners, including "Ideal", use AdaBoost for the same number of iterations. On these domains,
the models learned after entity-resolution tend to be slightly less sparse than for "Ideal". So, it
seems reasonable that entity resolution, when carefully used as may be the case with class informa-
tion, may force the spread of AdaBoost’s feature leveraging to a larger number of relevant features,
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Domain m d s shared linear correlations wrt class C.Err
magic 19020 10 4 0, 1, 2, 3 0.29, 0.25, 0.11,−0.02 10−4
page 5473 10 3 0, 1, 2 −0.12,−0.03,−0.09 1.83
sonar 208 60 3 0, 1, 2 0.27, 0.23, 0.19 3.69
winered 1599 11 2 7, 8 −0.15,−0.003 6.02
eeg 14980 14 4 0, 1, 2, 3 0.01,−0.08, 0.04,−0.08 6.08
phishingH 11055 30 5 5, 6, 7, 13, 25 0.34, 0.30, 0.71, 0.69, 0.34 7.39
winewhite 4898 11 3 0, 1, 2 −0.08,−0.21,−0.0007 8.57
breast-wisc 699 9 2 0, 1 −0.68,−0.78 9.21
fertility 100 9 3 2, 3, 4 −0.02,−0.09, 0.03 12.22
banknote 1372 4 1 0 −0.72 13.14
creditcard 14599 23 4 1, 2, 3, 4 −0.02, 0.01,−0.02, 0.004 14.96
qsar 1055 41 4 2, 5, 8, 9 −0.28,−0.16,−0.05, 0.16 16.67
transfusionH 748 4 1 0 −0.24 17.36
transfusionL 748 4 1 3 −0.03 17.80
firmteacher 10800 16 2 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 −0.22, 0.29,−0.25, 0.18, 0.10 19.78
ionosphere 351 33 1 0 0.45 20.57
phishingL 11055 30 4 0, 1, 2, 3 0.09, 0.05,−0.06, 0.05 24.35
Table 1: UCI domains used [7]. For each domain, we indicate the total number of examples (m),
total number of features (d) and the number of shared features used in our simulations (s). We then
indicate the list of shared features (indexes as recorded in the UCI) and the list of linear correlations
with the class for each of them. We finally indicate the average class errors in entity resolution for
GREEDYER (C.Err), i.e. the proportion of examples from one class matched with examples from
the other class. Domains are listed in increasing value of C.Err.
compared to "Ideal" which focuses on a smaller set during the thousand iterations allocated and
thus comes up with a model that can be more sparse but less accurate. Also, considering phishing,
we see that having shared features that are more correlated with the class (phishingH vs phishingL)
certainly helps to compete against "Ideal", in particular when one peer does not have classes. The
same observation can be made for transfusion, even when the gains with more correlated features
are less important in this case, which can be due to the small number of shared features.
If we now compare the two approaches of GREEDYER using class information (with classes,
even noisy, vs without), then it is apparent that having noisy classes — with up to 20% noise —
can very significantly help against GREEDYER compared to carrying out entity resolution without
ground class information (but learning classes) as in GREEDYER+C . Our approach that learns
classes in GREEDYER+C is simple but still manages to deliver significant improvements in some
cases, typically high noise for shared features (winewhite, creditcard) or shared features sufficiently
correlated with class (transfusionH).
Finally, we keep in mind that these results are obtained for simulations that include in general
a small number of shared features (2.8 on average) and a shared feature noise that ranges up to
p =30%, which would correspond to relatively challenging practical settings. This suggests that
if we exclude pathological domains like banknote in our benchmark, there would be for most
domains good reasons to carry out tailored approaches to entity resolution for learning with the
ambition to challenge the unknown learner having access to the ideally entity-resolved data. This
is not surprising: it is known that the sufficient statistics for the class is very simple for many
relevant losses [26], so we should not expect perfect entity resolution to be necessary to improve
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Figure 4: Margin distribution on two domains with shared attribute noise p = 0.3. The red his-
togram displays the distribution of margins of θ∗0 on training. The green curve is the cumulated
relative error of θ∗T above some margin x. For example, on winewhite, less than 20% of the errors
on training happen on examples with positive margin, and approximately no error happens on ex-
amples with positive margin above 0.5 — in other words, all examples with margin above 0.5 on
θ∗0 receive the right class from θ
∗
T and so, following Definition 7, θ
∗
T happens to be immune to
entity resolution at margin 0.5. Since the maximal margin recorded for θ∗0 is ≈ 3.0, we see in this
example that immunity occurs for a comparatively small positive margin (best viewed in color, see
text for details).
learning performance.
8.5 Experimental check of immunity to P∗ of large margin classification
In Section 5, we essentially show that all examples receiving large margin classification on θ∗0
are given the right class by θ∗T . To our knowledge, such a result has never been documented,
even experimentally, but it would represent a significant support for federated learning since one
can hope, by joining diverse databases, to increase not just the accuracy of classifiers but in fact
the margins over examples, thereby bringing immunity to the mistakes of entity resolution for
examples that would attain sufficiently large margins. But how "large" a margin is necessary ? On
each domain, we have computed the margin distributions of θ∗0 — approximated by the output of
AdaBoost ran on the training sample S for twice the usual number of iterations, that is, 20001. We
then compute, for all examples, whether they are given the right class by θ∗T . We finally compute
the cumulative error distribution, in between 0 and 1, of θ∗T . For any x ∈ [κm, κM ] (the interval of
observed margins), the cumulative error on x is just the proportion of errors occurring for margins
in the interval [x, κM ]. When x = κm, this is just 1. Figure 4 provides two examples of curves
obtained, which does not just validate immunity: on winewhite, it shows that it can happen for
a quite small margin (≈ 0.5) with respect to the maximal margin (κM ≈ 3.0), which reinforces
the support for federated learning. On creditcard, we have κM ≈ 188 while immunity happens at
margin ≈ 100. Less than 1% of mistakes have margin larger than 30.
1In fact, we do this for all cross validation folds.
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Figure 5: Margin distribution on θ∗0 on domain winered, and cumulative errors comparing
GREEDYER and the two peers A and B. Convention follows Figure 4 (best viewed in color, see
text for details).
In Figure 5, we provide an example comparison for domain winered, against the two peers
A and B. In this case, GREEDYER achieves error more than 1.7% lower than both peers. We
can see from the plots that errors occur on peers for smaller margins than for GREEDYER, yet
the cumulative error slope is much steeper for both peers, indicating that GREEDYER achieves a
better job at classifying hard examples (small optimal margin), an observation that can perhaps be
attributed to the fact that GREEDYER successfully handles a set of features which is bigger than
that of each peer.
Finally, in table 3, we provide the minimal immunity margin on one domain for GREEDYER+C˜ ,
for different values of p′, that is, the minimal x for which there is no error on examples with margin
x on θ∗0 . We can see that this minimal margin largely increases with noise, and so increasing noise
in the entity resolution process degrades the margin picture, which is also consistent with the fact
that the error of θ∗T also significantly increases.
9 Discussion and conclusion
This paper describes a global picture guaranteeing that the errors of an approximate entity resolu-
tion algorithm do not snowball with those of learning linear models, in the framework of federated
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learning. The key parts rely on essential properties of the entity resolution algorithm and, to a
lesser extent, on the design (regularization) of the loss. At this moderate price, the main message
that comes from our results is very general as it roughly states that
"any entity resolution algorithm making errors bounded in size and magnitude, used before
minimizing any sufficiently regularized loss, yields a minimizer classifier that converges to the
optimum learned knowing the perfect entity resolution"
Indeed our result holds for a broad class of losses, not even restricted to convex nor classifi-
cation calibrated losses, thereby generalizing very significantly a result developed in the privacy
setting for a Taylor approximation to the logistic loss [17].
Experimentally, the part of our theory that relies on entity resolution suggests some very simple
modification(s) that can be carried out on existing entity resolution algorithms to bring algorithms
tailored to be a pre-processing stage to learning. Drilling down into such a link is not the purpose of
our paper, yet our experiments on simple modifications of a greedy token-based approach displays
potential for significant improvements. We exemplify this on two modifications: (i) when both
peers have classes but one has noisy classes and (ii) when only one peer has classes. Even with
such simple approaches to integrate the knowledge of classes, our experiments already display the
possibility to compete with the learner that would have access to the ideally linked data.
We leave two important open questions: (1) on the formal side, the extension of our results
to the case where vertical partition does not hold anymore and some examples of one peer do
not necessarily have a correspondence in the other peer (and we do not know which ones), (2)
on the privacy side, the question as to how our results can be pushed to efficient algorithms in
a secure federated learning environment where entity resolution has to comply with privacy con-
straints. The strength of our results makes it reasonable to believe that a substantial weakening of
the vertical partition setting to get to (1) is available at affordable formal expense for the pipeline
entity resolution-learning. This is crucial because this pipeline is pivotal to federated learning: to
our knowledge, there is only one exception to this pipeline [25]. It was shown there how one can
learn a model from sufficient statistics of the class instead of examples, many of which would not
require entity-resolution to be considered. However, this approach suffers four shortcomings with
respect to ours: (a) the results are developed for the square loss only, (b) building these sufficient
statistics always require all peers to have the classes, (c) the federated learning theory does not
give a quantitative account of the deviations to the ideal classifier that compares with ours and (d)
experimentally, the approach does not compare to the ideal classifier, even when shared features
are noise-free.
In all cases, our results are a very strong advocacy for federated learning, and signals the ex-
istence of non-trivial tradeoffs for entity-resolution to be optimized with the objective of learning
from linked data. We hope such results will contribute to spur related research in the active and
broad field of entity resolution, and contribute in a broader agenda to technically shape data mar-
ketplaces.
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Domain Noise p "Ideal" GREEDYER[as is | +C | +C | +C˜]
as is +C(k) +C +C˜(p′)
1 2 5 10 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20
magic
0.05 21.14 21.15 21.08 21.08 21.06 21.11 21.15 21.04 21.10 21.08 21.19 21.21 21.65 ∗22.28 ∗22.70
0.1 21.14 21.19 21.42 ∗21.53 21.21 21.17 21.08 21.21 21.08 21.17 21.18 21.33 ∗21.82 ∗22.57 ∗23.58
0.3 21.16 21.14 21.26 21.33 21.14 21.16 21.14 21.06 21.16 21.24 ∗21.62 ∗21.72 ∗∗22.34 ∗∗23.75 ∗∗25.31
page
0.05 27.62 25.16 25.31 25.36 25.31 25.14 25.85 25.82 ∗27.26 ∗27.28 ∗27.66 ∗28.02 ∗29.23 ∗30.31 ∗31.04
0.1 27.17 26.11 26.03 25.43 ∗24.65 ∗24.61 25.63 26.63 26.31 26.55 26.48 27.39 27.96 ∗31.32 ∗34.59
0.3 27.66 24.83 ∗26.43 26.18 25.79 25.14 ∗25.87 25.67 26.24 26.49 26.82 26.65 28.10 29.21 33.44
sonar
0.05 26.93 25.95 25.00 28.31 24.95 26.40 26.92 24.50 25.45 22.55 24.05 24.48 23.07 23.05 25.90
0.1 26.88 26.45 25.45 28.38 24.52 27.45 26.88 24.98 27.40 25.48 26.50 28.40 25.02 29.33 25.55
0.3 26.02 25.05 26.45 24.55 24.98 25.02 25.50 23.59 22.14 22.62 24.07 24.55 25.50 27.02 26.90
winered
0.05 26.08 26.58 26.20 26.32 26.45 26.58 26.77 26.45 26.83 26.20 26.45 26.33 26.64 28.20 ∗28.77
0.1 26.57 26.76 27.26 27.26 26.82 27.57 27.01 26.82 26.82 26.76 26.39 26.88 26.76 27.95 28.64
0.3 26.58 27.58 27.01 27.20 27.64 26.89 26.89 26.83 26.70 27.01 26.64 26.83 26.76 26.82 27.08
eeg
0.05 45.18 45.05 44.43 44.99 43.88 44.16 45.16 45.29 45.59 45.72 45.62 45.84 46.46 46.47 46.50
0.1 45.79 45.92 45.47 45.61 45.20 45.80 45.79 45.83 46.03 45.74 46.19 46.45 43.96 ∗43.42 43.99
0.3 45.19 46.10 46.08 46.58 46.68 46.60 45.18 45.40 45.45 45.96 45.02 45.61 45.07 45.07 45.04
phishingH
0.05 8.03 8.40 8.08 8.18 8.70 8.62 8.17 8.05 8.05 8.14 8.23 ∗8.95 ∗10.84 ∗∗12.85 ∗∗15.41
0.1 7.92 8.35 8.23 8.16 8.36 8.51 7.92 ∗7.76 8.01 8.21 8.72 8.76 ∗9.61 ∗∗12.86 ∗∗15.29
0.3 7.96 8.90 9.15 8.91 9.01 8.86 8.39 ∗8.09 ∗8.17 8.46 8.67 9.05 ∗11.49 ∗∗13.5 ∗∗15.46
winewhite
0.05 30.58 30.34 30.30 30.28 30.36 30.31 30.60 30.65 30.65 30.69 30.65 30.85 30.30 30.69 30.30
0.1 30.99 31.11 30.91 30.97 30.97 30.85 30.75 30.95 31.03 31.26 31.03 31.11 31.58 31.60 31.95
0.3 30.95 32.79 ∗31.44 ∗31.36 ∗31.31 ∗31.16 ∗30.97 ∗31.19 ∗31.17 ∗30.89 ∗31.07 ∗30.99 ∗31.48 32.01 32.97
breast-wisc
0.05 3.00 3.71 3.43 3.57 3.57 3.43 ∗2.43 2.57 3.29 3.29 3.14 3.57 3.43 3.57 3.00
0.1 3.00 3.86 3.86 3.43 3.29 4.29 3.15 3.29 3.00 3.29 3.00 3.72 4.01 4.29 5.30
0.3 2.71 6.29 5.58 5.72 5.57 ∗4.86 ∗3.28 ∗3.43 ∗3.43 ∗3.85 ∗3.86 ∗4.14 ∗4.43 4.86 6.01
fertility
0.05 43.00 49.00 43.00 33.00 41.00 44.00 42.00 43.00 52.00 50.00 52.00 52.00 43.00 48.00 55.00
0.1 43.00 41.00 41.00 47.00 42.00 52.00 45.00 44.00 44.00 50.00 47.00 44.00 53.00 47.00 55.00
0.3 46.00 50.00 55.00 58.00 49.00 59.00 49.00 49.00 54.00 50.00 54.00 54.00 53.00 55.00 43.00
banknote
0.05 2.77 13.26 13.71 13.92 12.83 13.92 ∗7.95 ∗7.65 ∗7.43 ∗7.80 ∗7.72 ∗8.31 ∗9.98 12.82 14.93
0.1 2.77 14.94 14.79 14.50 15.23 14.79 ∗11.88 ∗11.51 12.68 ∗12.31 12.53 13.63 14.72 16.25 17.27
0.3 2.91 12.89 13.84 12.74 12.39 12.97 10.06 10.64 11.15 10.78 11.73 12.03 13.55 14.69 16.91
creditcard
0.05 23.26 23.26 23.26 23.26 23.26 23.26 23.26 23.26 23.26 23.26 23.26 23.26 23.26 23.26 23.26
0.1 23.26 41.87 40.66 41.46 ∗36.91 36.89 ∗∗23.26 ∗∗23.26 ∗∗23.26 ∗∗23.26 ∗∗23.26 ∗26.19 42.65 43.08 44.36
0.3 23.26 42.49 41.19 42.03 ∗38.82 ∗36.51 ∗∗23.26 ∗∗23.26 ∗∗23.26 ∗24.72 ∗25.01 ∗32.28 40.87 41.75 40.89
qsar
0.05 21.80 23.51 23.60 22.94 23.03 24.17 21.62 21.90 21.72 21.72 22.19 22.19 22.28 22.38 23.51
0.1 21.51 23.22 23.02 23.40 23.78 23.31 22.27 21.79 21.70 21.99 21.79 21.89 22.36 22.75 22.75
0.3 21.81 22.85 23.13 22.19 23.13 22.27 22.19 22.28 22.28 21.81 21.71 21.90 22.00 22.66 22.76
transfusionH
0.05 39.57 36.10 ∗33.82 ∗34.09 ∗34.89 ∗34.36 ∗39.03 ∗39.84 ∗39.71 ∗38.77 ∗38.64 37.44 ∗34.89 ∗33.43 35.03
0.1 39.72 35.83 36.09 35.95 ∗33.55 ∗33.28 ∗40.38 ∗38.92 ∗37.57 36.89 34.88 34.89 ∗33.16 ∗33.82 34.63
0.3 38.37 35.55 35.83 34.08 34.89 34.89 ∗38.65 ∗37.98 ∗37.44 37.04 37.17 35.97 35.62 35.03 34.89
transfusionL
0.05 38.64 34.65 34.77 34.76 34.22 34.89 38.23 36.90 37.43 34.90 33.96 34.23 33.17 34.63 33.57
0.1 39.02 35.15 34.75 35.29 35.16 34.48 37.16 38.09 38.09 37.17 36.36 33.68 33.55 33.55 33.41
0.3 39.29 34.09 33.41 35.16 34.76 34.63 ∗39.29 ∗38.77 ∗37.82 35.82 ∗37.02 35.82 35.56 34.08 32.48
firmteacher
0.05 12.45 17.57 18.03 18.23 17.75 18.00 ∗∗12.71 ∗∗12.68 ∗∗12.71 ∗13.06 ∗∗13.02 ∗∗13.35 ∗14.81 ∗15.90 17.38
0.1 12.39 21.03 21.06 21.29 21.51 21.54 ∗∗12.89 ∗∗12.71 ∗∗12.73 ∗∗12.72 ∗∗13.14 ∗∗13.36 ∗∗14.82 ∗16.98 ∗18.06
0.3 12.35 20.45 ∗21.12 ∗21.16 20.32 20.34 ∗∗12.54 ∗∗12.45 ∗∗12.42 ∗∗12.73 ∗∗12.81 ∗∗13.00 ∗∗14.54 ∗∗16.05 ∗∗17.44
ionosphere
0.05 11.95 19.04 19.34 19.61 20.19 19.34 14.51 14.23 16.49 14.79 16.48 14.80 17.63 19.35 19.35
0.1 10.28 16.25 14.54 15.13 15.96 16.54 13.42 14.56 15.41 15.68 15.39 15.68 15.39 15.97 16.26
0.3 10.84 17.95 19.38 ∗22.50 20.23 17.93 ∗13.97 ∗13.40 13.70 14.55 15.98 17.38 15.68 18.24 18.23
phishingL
0.05 7.97 14.80 14.82 14.99 15.02 14.98 ∗∗7.91 ∗∗8.27 ∗∗8.44 ∗∗8.45 ∗∗8.61 ∗∗8.83 ∗∗9.94 ∗∗10.16 ∗∗11.18
0.1 7.89 11.11 11.11 11.11 11.11 11.11 ∗∗8.02 ∗∗7.92 ∗∗7.82 ∗∗7.82 ∗∗7.91 ∗∗8.11 ∗∗8.50 ∗∗9.32 ∗10.65
0.3 7.91 13.73 13.73 13.73 13.73 13.73 ∗∗8.29 ∗∗8.51 ∗∗8.47 ∗∗8.44 ∗∗8.60 ∗∗8.80 ∗∗9.16 ∗∗9.81 ∗∗10.54
Table 2: Results (test errors) comparing, for three values of the shared features noise (p), the
various approaches built on top of GREEDYER to "Ideal". Domains are listed in the same order as
in Table 1. Grey shaded cells are the results of "Ideal" and GREEDYER (indicated "as is"). Blue
shaded cells denote results that are better (but not necessarily statistically better) than "Ideal". Red
text denote results that are statistically outperformed by GREEDYER; green text denote results of
GREEDYER[+C | +C | +C˜] statistically better than greedyER. One star (∗) indicated p-value in
(10−6, 10−2], two stars (∗∗) indicated p-value ≤ 10−6 (best viewed in color).
p′ = 0 p′ = 0.01 p′ = 0.02 p′ = 0.03 p′ = 0.04 p′ = 0.05 p′ = 0.1 p′ = 0.15 p′ = 0.2
0.068 0.086 0.218 0.359 0.362 0.513 0.891 1.113 0.913
Table 3: Minimal immunity margin on domain magic (p = 0.3) for GREEDYER+C˜ .
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10.1 Proof of Theorem 3
We proceed in two steps, first assuming that F is convex and then relaxing the assumption.
Case 1 — F convex. In order not to laden our notations, we fold γ and ΓF in the regularizer and
consider without loss of generality any convex Ridge regularized loss ℓF (Sˆ, θ; ΓF ) = L+R with
R
.
= θ⊤ΓFθ and
L
.
=
1
m
·
∑
i
F (yiθ
⊤xˆi) , (31)
for some convex twice differentiable F . We first focus on the approximation of L via a Taylor loss.
We perform a local Taylor-Lagrange expansion of each F (yiθ
⊤xˆi) in eq. (31) around 0 and obtain
that there exists c1, c2, ..., cm ∈ F ′′(I(Θ∗)) ⊆ R+ such that
L = F (0) +
F ′(0)
m
·
∑
i
yiθ
⊤xˆi + J , (32)
where I
.
= [−Xˆ∗Θ∗, Xˆ∗Θ∗] (since |yiθ⊤xˆi| ≤ Xˆ∗Θ∗ by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality) and J .=
(1/2m) ·∑i ci(yiθ⊤xˆi)2. Here, we have assumed that there exists some Θ∗ > 0 such that ‖θ‖2 ≤
Θ∗; we shall see that such a bound Θ∗ indeed exists for the θ which interests us. Let
c′
.
=
∑
i ci(yiθ
⊤xˆi)
2∑
i(yiθ
⊤xˆi)2
. (33)
It trivially follows that c′ ∈ F ′′(I) and
J =
c′
2m
·
∑
i
(yiθ
⊤xˆi)
2 . (34)
What we thus get is that for any ∀Sˆ, θ, there exists c ∈ (1/2) · F ′′(I) ⊆ R+ such that
L = F (0) +
F ′(0)
m
·
∑
i
yiθ
⊤xˆi +
c
m
·
∑
i
(yiθ
⊤xˆi)
2 , (35)
and we also observe that L is convex. We now consider the choice c
.
= c∗ obtained for
θ∗
.
= argmin
θ
ℓF (Sˆ, θ; ΓF ) . (36)
Let us denote ℓT
∗
the particular Taylor loss obtained, which therefore matches ℓF (Sˆ, θ; ΓF ) for
the choice θ = θ∗. We now design the regularizer of the Taylor loss to ensure that its optimum is
also achieved by θ∗. It is not hard to check that the optimum of the Ridge regularized Taylor loss
ℓT
∗
(Sˆ, θ; ΓT ), θ
◦, satisfies:
c∗XˆXˆ⊤θ◦ + 2mΓTθ
◦ = −F ′(0)µSˆ , (37)
where µSˆ
.
=
∑
i yixˆi is the mean operator [26]. Let us find the equivalent expression for loss ℓF
via a series of Taylor-Lagrange expansions, letting zi
.
= yiθ
∗⊤xˆi for short:
∀i ∈ [m], ∃c′i ∈ F ′′(I) : F (zi) = F (0) + F ′(0)zi +
c′i
2
z2i . (38)
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Define c ∈ Rm+ the vector with ci .= c′i/2. It follows that because of eq. (36), θ∗ satisfies∑
i ci(θ
∗⊤xˆi)xˆi + 2mΓFθ
∗ = −F ′(0)µSˆ, or more concisely,
XˆDiag(c)Xˆ⊤θ∗ + 2mΓFθ
∗ = −F ′(0)µSˆ . (39)
Now, we want θ◦ = θ∗, which imposes from eqs (37) and (39), c∗XˆXˆ⊤θ∗+2mΓTθ
∗ = XˆDiag(c)Xˆ⊤θ∗+
2mΓFθ
∗, or equivalently, after simplifying,
ΓTθ
∗ = Kθ∗ + ΓFθ
∗ , (40)
where
K
.
= Xˆ
(
1
2m
(Diag(c− c∗1))
)
Xˆ⊤ (41)
is symmetric but not necessarily positive definite. We clearly have θ⊤Kθ ≥ −Xˆ2∗ supF ′′(I)/2 for
any unit θ. So, if we fix
ΓT
.
= K + ΓF (42)
after picking ΓF such that its smallest eigenvalue satisfies, for some fixed λ
◦ > 0,
λ↑1(ΓF ) ≥ λ◦ +
Xˆ2∗
2
supF ′′(I) , (43)
then we shall have eq. (40) ensured with ΓT symmetric positive definite with λ
↑
1(ΓT ) ≥ λ◦. We
can also remark that eq. (39) yields, because XˆDiag(c)Xˆ⊤ is positive semi-definite,
‖θ∗‖2 ≤ |F
′(0)|Xˆ∗
2λ↑1(ΓF )
, (44)
so we can posit Θ∗
.
= |F ′(0)|Xˆ∗/(2λ↑1(ΓF )) and in fact we can pick
I
.
=
|F ′(0)|Xˆ2∗
2λ↑1(ΓF )
· [−1, 1] . (45)
For any finite λ◦, Xˆ∗, let us define
J(λ◦, Xˆ∗)
.
=
{
z ∈ R : z ≥ λ◦ + Xˆ
2
∗
2
supF ′′
(
lim
z′→z
|F ′(0)|Xˆ2∗
2z′
· [−1, 1]
)}
∩ R+ . (46)
Picking λ↑1(ΓF ) in J(λ
◦, Xˆ∗) guarantees that it satisfies eq. (43). Let ue denote for short J
′ to be
the leftmost set in the intersection in eq. (46). Because the argument of F ′′ is the same for any
±z, if there exists any z < 0 in J′, then −z is also in J′. We remark that because |F ′(0)| ≪ ∞,
the argument set of F ′′(.) converges to {0} with z → ±∞; since F ′′ is continuous and |F ′′(0)| =
F ′′(0)≪∞ by assumption, we get that J′ is non-empty, and so J′ ∩ R+ is non-empty, thus
J(λ◦, Xˆ∗) 6= ∅ . (47)
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So, let us define
λ∗
.
= inf J(λ◦, Xˆ∗) (≥ 0) , (48)
removing the dependence of λ∗ in λ◦, Xˆ∗ for clarity. To summarize, for any λ
◦ > 0 and any Ridge
regularized loss ℓF (Sˆ, θ; ΓF ) satisfying F ∈ C2, |F ′(0)|, F ′′(0)≪∞ and λ↑1(ΓF ) ≥ λ∗ where λ∗
is finite and defined in eq. (48), there exists a Taylor loss ℓT
∗
(Sˆ, θ; ΓT ) such that
1. ℓF (Sˆ, θ
∗; ΓF ) = ℓ
T∗(Sˆ, θ∗; ΓT ) where θ
∗ .= argminθ ℓF (Sˆ, θ; ΓF );
2. argminθ ℓF (Sˆ, θ; ΓF ) = argminθ ℓ
T∗(Sˆ, θ; ΓT );
3. λ↑1(ΓT ) ≥ λ◦.
We also check that a = F (0), b = F ′(0), and we get the statement of the Theorem when F is
convex.
Case 2 — F not convex. When F is not convex, we still have for any θ∗ ∈ C because F is twice
differentiable,
ℓF (Sˆ, θ
∗; ΓF ) = ℓF (Sˆ, 0; ΓF ) + θ
∗⊤∇θℓF (Sˆ, θ; ΓF )|θ=0 + 1
2
· θ∗⊤∇∇θℓF (Sˆ, θ; ΓF )|θ=uθ∗ ,(49)
for some u = t · θ∗ with t ∈ [0, 1], where ∇∇ denote the Hessian, given by
∇∇θℓF (Sˆ, θ; ΓF )|θ=u =
∑
i
F ′′(yiu
⊤xˆi) · xˆixˆ⊤i + 2ΓF , (50)
positive semi-definite since θ∗ ∈ C. F being C2, F ′′ being continuous, θ∗ is a local minimum of
the loss in an open neighborhood N(θ∗) of θ∗. We still can build the equivalent Taylor loss and
first its L part as in eq. (32). However, L is not necessarily convex this time. The Hessian of the
Taylor loss regularized is now
∇∇θℓT∗(Sˆ, θ; ΓT ) = c∗
∑
i
xˆixˆ
⊤
i + 2ΓT , (51)
and so to obtain a convex regularized Taylor loss, it is sufficient to ensure, for some fixed λ◦ > 0,
2λ↑1(ΓT ) ≥ λ◦ + Xˆ2∗ supF ′′(I) , (52)
which is exactly ineq. (43) with its argument λ◦ halved. So, the regularized Taylor loss is in fact
convex, and the only other modification is to now ensure |F ′′(0)| ≪ ∞ sinceF can be concave in 0.
Remark: in all that follows, we assume without loss of generality that the mean operator µSˆ 6= 0,
which implies, from eqs (37) and (39) that 0 cannot be a critical point of the losses.
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10.2 Proof of Lemma 4
Since ψ is strictly convex differentiable, its convex conjugate is ψ⋆(z) = zψ′−1(z) − ψ(ψ′−1(z)),
from which we easily get F ′′ψ(z) = 1/(bψψ
′′(ψ′−1(−z))). Because ψ′ is concave on [0, 1/2], ψ′′ is
decreasing on [0, 1/2] and therefore increasing on [1/2, 1], achieving its minimum for ψ′−1(−z) =
1/2, which gives −z = ψ′(1/2) = 0 and z = 0 for the arg max of F ′′ψ(z). Hence, J(λ◦, Xˆ∗)
becomes more explicit:
J(λ◦, Xˆ∗)
.
=
{
z ∈ R+ : z ≥ λ◦ +
F ′′ψ(0)Xˆ
2
∗
2
}
, (53)
so we can just pick
λ∗
.
= λ◦ +
F ′′ψ(0)Xˆ
2
∗
2
, (54)
as claimed.
10.3 Proof of Theorem 6
The proof is obtained in three steps: we first define additional assumptions useful for the proof,
then prove a helper Theorem of independent interest, and finally prove Theorem 6. We remind that
the Taylor loss we are concerned with (main file, Section 3) is
ℓTF (0),F ′(0),c(Sˆt, θ; γ,Γ) , (55)
with c 6= 0 and t = 0, 1, ..., T .
10.3.1 Related notations and additional properties
Definition 12 The mean operator associated to Sˆt is R
d ∋ µt .=
∑
i yi · xˆti.
The mean operator is a sufficient statistics for the class in linear models [26]. We can make at this
point a remark that is going to be crucial in our results, and obvious from its definition: the mean
operator is invariant to permutations made within classes, i.e. µT = µ0 if P∗ factorizes as two per-
mutations, one affecting the positive class only, and the other one affecting the negative class only.
Since the optimal classifier for the Taylor loss is a linear mapping of the mean operator (Lemma 15
below), our bounds will appear significantly better when P∗ factorizes in such a convenient way.
We now show an additional property of our notations in (main file, Section 2).
Lemma 13 The following holds for any t ≥ 1:
(xˆtuA(t))B = (xuB(t))B , (56)
(xˆtvA(t))B = (xvB(t))B . (57)
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Example 14 Denote for short {0, 1}m×m ∋ Θu,v .= 1u1⊤v + 1v1⊤u − 1v1⊤v − 1u1⊤u (symmetric)
such that 1u is the u
th canonical basis vector of Rn. For t = 1, it follows
uB(1) = vA(1) , (58)
vB(1) = uA(1) . (59)
Thus, it follows:
XAΘuA(1),vA(1)Xˆ
⊤
1B
= (xuA(1))A(x1vA(1))
⊤
B
+ (xvA(1))A(x1uA(1))
⊤
B
− (xvA(1))A(x1vA(1))⊤B − (xuA(1))A(x1uA(1))⊤B
= (xuA(1))A(xvB(1))
⊤
B
+ (xvA(1))A(xuB(1))
⊤
B
− (xvA(1))A(xvB(1))⊤B − (xuA(1))A(xuB(1))⊤B (60)
= (xuA(1))A(xuA(1))
⊤
B
+ (xvA(1))A(xvA(1))
⊤
B
− (xvA(1))A(xuA(1))⊤B − (xuA(1))A(xvA(1))⊤B (61)
= (xuA(1) − xvA(1))A(xuA(1) − xvA(1))⊤B . (62)
In eq. (60), we have used eqs (56, 57) and in eq. (61), we have used eqs (58, 59).
Key matrices — The proof of our helper Theorem is relatively heavy in linear algebra notations:
for example, it involves T double applications of Sherman-Morrison’s inversion Lemma. We now
define a series of matrices and vectors that will be most useful to simplify notations and proofs.
Letting ν ′
.
= 2mγ/c (where γ is the parameter of the Ridge regularization in our Taylor loss and
c 6= 0 is defined in eq. (55)), we first define the matrix we will use most often:
Vt
.
=
(
sign(c) · XˆtXˆ⊤t + ν ′ · Γ
)−1
, t = 0, 1, ..., T , (63)
where Γ is the Ridge regularization parameter matrix in eq. (55). Another matrix Ut, quantifies
precisely the local mistake made by each elementary permutation. To define it, we first let (for
t = 1, 2, ..., T ):
at
.
= (xuA(t) − xvA(t))A , (64)
bt
.
= (xuB(t) − xvB(t))B . (65)
Also, let (for t = 1, 2, ..., T )
a+t
.
=
[
(xuA(t) − xvA(t))A
0
]
∈ Rd , (66)
b+t
.
=
[
0
(xuB(t) − xvB(t))B
]
∈ Rd , (67)
and finally (for t = 1, 2, ..., T ),
c0,t
.
= a+t
⊤
Vt−1a
+
t , (68)
c1,t
.
= a+t
⊤
Vt−1b
+
t , (69)
c2,t
.
= b+t
⊤
Vt−1b
+
t . (70)
We now define Ut as the following block matrix for t = 1, 2, ..., T :
Ut
.
=
1
(1− sign(c) · c1,t)2 − c0,tc2,t ·
[
c2,t · ata⊤t (1− sign(c) · c1,t) · atb⊤t
(1− sign(c) · c1,t) · bta⊤t c0,t · btb⊤t
]
.(71)
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Figure 6: Summary of our key notations on matrices and vectors, and dependencies. The dashed
arrow means indexes do not match (eq. (75)).
Ut can be computed only when (1 − sign(c) · c1,t)2 6= c0,tc2,t. This shall be the subject of the
invertibility assumption below. Hereafter, we suppose without loss of generality that bt 6= 0, since
otherwise permutations would make no mistakes on the shuffle part.
There is one important thing to remark on Ut: it is defined from the indices uA(t) and vA(t) in A
that are affected by Pt. Hence, U1 collects the two first such indices (see Figure 2). We also define
matrix Λt as follows:
Λt
.
= −F
′(0)
|c| · VtUt+1 , t = 0, 1, ..., T − 1 , (72)
where parameters c, F ′(0) are those defined in the Taylor loss in eq. (55). To finish up with
matrices, we define a doubly indexed matrices that shall be crucial to our proofs, Hi,j for 0 ≤ j ≤
i ≤ T :
Hi,j
.
=
{ ∏i−1
k=j(Id + Λk) if 0 ≤ j < i
Id if j = i
. (73)
Key vectors—we let
εt
.
= µt+1 − µt , t = 0, 1, ..., T − 1 , (74)
which is the difference between two successive mean operators, and
λt
.
= −F
′(0)
|c| · Vt+1εt , t = 0, 1, ..., T − 1 . (75)
Figure 6 summarizes our key notations in this Section. We are now ready to proceed through the
proof of our key helper Theorem.
10.3.2 Helper Theorem
In this Section, we first show (Theorem 17 below) that under lightweight assumptions to ensure
the existence of Vt, the difference between two successive optimal classifiers in the progressive
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computation of the overall permutation matrix that generates the errors is exactly given by:
θ∗t+1 − θ∗t = ν · VtUt+1θ∗t + ν · Vt+1εt
= Λtθ
∗
t + λt , ∀t ≥ 0 , (76)
where Λt, εt,λt are defined in eqs (74, 72, 75) and ν is defined in Lemma 15 below. This holds
regardless of the permutation matrices in the sequence.
We start by the trivial solutions to the minimization of a convex Taylor loss ℓTF (0),F ′(0),c(Sˆt, θ; γ,Γ)
for all t = 1, 2, ..., T .
Lemma 15 The minimum of any convex Taylor loss ℓTF (0),F ′(0),c(Sˆt, θ; γ,Γ), for c ∈ R∗, is
θ∗t = ν ·
(
sign(c) · XˆtXˆ⊤t + ν ′ · Γ
)−1
µ(Sˆ)t
= ν · Vtµt , (77)
with
ν
.
= −F
′(0)
|c| ,
ν ′
.
=
2mγ
|c| , (78)
meeting ν, ν ′ 6= 0.
Proof We reformulate eq. (37): θ∗t satisfies:
cXˆtXˆ
⊤
t θ
∗
t + 2mγ · Γθ∗t = −F ′(0) · µt , (79)
giving θ∗t = −F ′(0) · (cXˆtXˆ⊤t +2mγ ·Γ)−1µt = ν ·
(
sign(c) · XˆtXˆ⊤t + ν ′ · Γ
)−1
µ(Sˆ)t, as claimed.
Lemma 16 Suppose Vt−1 exists. Then Vt exists if the following holds:{
sign(c) · c1,t 6= 1 ,
(1− sign(c) · c1,t)2 6= c0,tc2,t . (80)
Proof Throughout the proof, we let
ς
.
= sign(c) (81)
for short. We know that Xˆt is obtained from Xˆt−1 after permuting the shuffle part of observations
at indexes uA(t) and vA(t) in Xˆ(t−1)B by Pt (see Figure 2). So,
XˆtB = Xˆ(t−1)B + Xˆ(t−1)B(Pt − In)
= Xˆ(t−1)B + Xˆ(t−1)B(1uA(t)1
⊤
vA(t)
+ 1vA(t)1
⊤
uA(t)
− 1vA(t)1⊤vA(t) − 1uA(t)1⊤uA(t)) , (82)
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where 1u ∈ Rn is the uth canonical basis vector. We also have
XˆtXˆ
⊤
t =
[
XAX
⊤
A
XAXˆ
⊤
tB
XˆtBX
⊤
A
XˆtBXˆ
⊤
tB
]
=
[
XAX
⊤
A
XAXˆ
⊤
tB
XˆtBX
⊤
A
Xˆ(t−1)BPtP
⊤
t Xˆ
⊤
(t−1)B
]
=
[
XAX
⊤
A
XAXˆ
⊤
tB
XˆtBX
⊤
A
Xˆ(t−1)BXˆ
⊤
(t−1)B
]
, (83)
because the inverse of a permutation matrix is its transpose. We recall that XA does not change
throughout permutations, only XB does. Hence,
XˆtXˆ
⊤
t = Xˆt−1Xˆ
⊤
t−1 +
[
0 XA(XˆtB − X(t−1)B)⊤
(XˆtB − X(t−1)B)X⊤A 0
]
= Xˆt−1Xˆ
⊤
t−1 +
[
0 XAΘuA(t),vA(t)Xˆ
⊤
(t−1)B
Xˆ(t−1)BΘuA(t),vA(t)X
⊤
A
0
]
, (84)
with ΘuA(t),vA(t)
.
= 1uA(t)1
⊤
vA(t)
+ 1vA(t)1
⊤
uA(t)
− 1vA(t)1⊤vA(t) − 1uA(t)1⊤uA(t) (symmetric, see eq. (82)
and example 14). Now, remark that
XAΘuA(t),vA(t)Xˆ
⊤
(t−1)B
= XA(1uA(t)1
⊤
vA(t)
+ 1vA(t)1
⊤
uA(t)
− 1vA(t)1⊤vA(t) − 1uA(t)1⊤uA(t))Xˆ⊤tB
= (xuA(t))A(xtvA(t))
⊤
B
+ (xvA(t))A(xtuA(t))
⊤
B
− (xvA(t))A(xtvA(t))⊤B − (xuA(t))A(xtuA(t))⊤B
= (xuA(t))A(xvB(t))
⊤
B
+ (xvA(t))A(xuB(t))
⊤
B
− (xvA(t))A(xvB(t))⊤B − (xuA(t))A(xuB(t))⊤B (85)
= −((xuA(t))A − (xvA(t))A)((xuB(t))B − (xvB(t))B)⊤
= −(xuA(t) − xvA(t))A(xuB(t) − xvB(t))⊤B = −atb⊤t . (86)
Eq. (85) holds because of Lemma 13. We finally get
XˆtXˆ
⊤
t = Xˆt−1Xˆ
⊤
t−1 − ς · a+t b+t ⊤ − ς · b+t a+t ⊤ , (87)
and so we have
Vt =
(
V
−1
t−1 − ς · a+t b+t ⊤ − ς · b+t a+t ⊤
)−1
. (88)
We analyze when Vt can be computed. First notice that assuming Vt−1 exists implies its inverse
also exists, and so
det(V−1t−1 − ς · a+t b+t ⊤) = det(V−1t−1)det(Id − ς · Vt−1a+t b+t ⊤)
= det(V−1t−1)(1− ς · b+t ⊤Vt−1a+t )
= det(V−1t−1)(1− ς · c1,t) , (89)
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where the middle identity comes from Sylvester’s determinant formula. So, if in addition 1 − ς ·
c1,t 6= 0, then
det
(
V
−1
t−1 − ς · a+t b+t ⊤ − ς · b+t a+t ⊤
)
= det(V−1t−1 − ς · a+t b+t ⊤)det
(
Id − ς ·
(
V
−1
t−1 − ς · a+t b+t ⊤
)
b+t a
+
t
⊤
)
= det(V−1t−1)(1− ς · c1,t)det
(
Id − ς ·
(
V
−1
t−1 − ς · a+t b+t ⊤
)−1
b+t a
+
t
⊤
)
(90)
= det(V−1t−1)(1− ς · c1,t)
(
1− ς · a+t ⊤
(
V
−1
t−1 − ς · a+t b+t ⊤
)−1
b+t
)
(91)
= det(V−1t−1)(1− ς · c1,t)
(
1− ς · a+t ⊤
(
Vt−1 +
ς
1− ς · b+t ⊤Vt−1a+t
· Vt−1a+t b+t ⊤Vt−1
)
b+t
)
(92)
= det(V−1t−1)(1− ς · c1,t)
(
1− ς · c1,t − ς2 · c0,tc2,t
1− ς · c1,t
)
=
(1− ς · c1,t)2 − c0,tc2,t
det(Vt−1)
. (93)
Here, eq. (90) comes from eq. (89). Eq. (91) is another application of Sylvester’s determinant
formula. Eq. (91) is Sherman-Morrison formula and the last equation uses the fact that ς2 = 1. We
immediately conclude on Lemma 16.
If we now assume without loss of generality that V0 exists — which boils down to taking γ >
0,Γ ≻ 0 —, then we get the existence of the complete sequence of matrices Vt (and thus the
existence of the sequence of optimal classifiers θ∗0, θ
∗
1, ...) provided the following invertibility
condition is satisfied.
(invertibility) For any t ≥ 1, (1− sign(c) · c1,t)2 6∈ {0, c0,tc2,t}.
We shall check later (Corollary 24) that the invertibility condition indeed holds in our setting.
Theorem 17 Suppose the invertibility assumption holds. Then we have:
1
ν
· (θ∗t+1 − θ∗t ) = VtUt+1θ∗t + Vt+1εt , ∀t ≥ 0 ,
where εt is defined in eq. (74).
Proof Throughout the proof, we let
ς
.
= sign(c) (94)
for short. We have from Lemma 15, for any t ≥ 1,
1
ν
· (θ∗t − θ∗t−1) = Vtµt − Vt−1µt−1
= ∆t−1µt−1 + Vtεt−1 , (95)
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with∆t
.
= Vt+1 − Vt. It comes from eq. (87),
∆t−1 =
(
Xˆt−1Xˆ
⊤
t−1 + ν
′ · Γ− ς · a+t b+t ⊤ − ς · b+t a+t ⊤
)−1
− Vt . (96)
To simplify this expression, we need two consecutive applications of Sherman-Morrison’s inver-
sion formula:(
Xˆt−1Xˆ
⊤
t−1 + ν
′ · Γ− ς · a+t b+t ⊤ − ς · b+t a+t ⊤
)−1
=
(
Xˆt−1Xˆ
⊤
t−1 + ν
′ · Γ− ς · a+t b+t ⊤
)−1
+
ς
1− ς · a+t ⊤
(
Xˆt−1Xˆ
⊤
t−1 + ν
′ · Γ− ς · a+t b+t ⊤
)−1
b+t
·Qt ,(97)
with
Qt
.
=
(
Xˆt−1Xˆ
⊤
t−1 + ν
′ · Γ− ς · a+t b+t ⊤
)−1
b+t a
+
t
⊤
(
Xˆt−1Xˆ
⊤
t−1 + ν
′ · Γ− ς · a+t b+t ⊤
)−1
,
(98)
and (
Xˆt−1Xˆ
⊤
t−1 + ν
′ · Γ− ς · a+t b+t ⊤
)−1
= Vt−1 +
ς
1− ς · b+t ⊤Vt−1a+t
· Vt−1a+t b+t ⊤Vt−1 . (99)
Let us define the following shorthand:
Σt
.
= Vt−1 +
ς
1− ς · b+t ⊤Vt−1a+t
· Vt−1a+t b+t ⊤Vt−1 . (100)
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Then, plugging together eqs. (97) and (99), we get:(
Xˆt−1Xˆ
⊤
t−1 + ν
′ · Γ− ς · a+t b+t ⊤ − ς · b+t a+t ⊤
)−1
= Vt−1 +
ς
1− ς · b+t ⊤Vt−1a+t
· Vt−1a+t b+t ⊤Vt−1
+
ς
1− ς · a+t ⊤Vt−1b+t − a
+
t
⊤
Vt−1a
+
t ·b
+
t
⊤
Vt−1b
+
t
1−ς·b+t
⊤
Vt−1a
+
t
· Σtb+t a+t ⊤Σt
= Vt−1 +
ς
1− ς · c1,t · Vt−1a
+
t b
+
t
⊤
Vt−1
+
ς
1− ς · c1,t − c0,tc2,t1−ς·c1,t
·

 Vt−1+
ς
1−ς·c1,t
· Vt−1a+t b+t ⊤Vt−1

 b+t a+t ⊤

 Vt−1+
ς
1−ς·c1,t
· Vt−1a+t b+t ⊤Vt−1


= Vt−1 +
ς
1− ς · c1,t · Vt−1a
+
t b
+
t
⊤
Vt−1 +
ς·
1− ς · c1,t − c0,tc2,t1−ς·c1,t
· Vt−1b+t a+t ⊤Vt−1
+
c0,t
(1− ς · c1,t)2 − c0,tc2,t · Vt−1b
+
t b
+
t
⊤
Vt−1 +
c2,t
(1− ς · c1,t)2 − c0,tc2,t · Vt−1a
+
t a
+
t
⊤
Vt−1
+
ςc0,tc2,t
(1− ς · c1,t)((1− ς · c1,t)2 − c0,tc2,t) · Vt−1a
+
t b
+
t
⊤
Vt−1
= Vt−1 +
1− ς · c1,t
(1− ς · c1,t)2 − c0,tc2,t ·
(
Vt−1a
+
t b
+
t
⊤
Vt−1 + Vt−1b
+
t a
+
t
⊤
Vt−1
)
+
c0,t
(1− ς · c1,t)2 − c0,tc2,t · Vt−1b
+
t b
+
t
⊤
Vt−1 +
c2,t
(1− ς · c1,t)2 − c0,tc2,t · Vt−1a
+
t a
+
t
⊤
Vt−1
= Vt−1 +
1
(1− ς · c1,t)2 − c0,tc2,t ·


(1− ς · c1,t) · (Vt−1a+t b+t ⊤Vt−1 + Vt−1b+t a+t ⊤Vt−1)
+c0,t · Vt−1b+t b+t ⊤Vt−1
+c2,t · Vt−1a+t a+t ⊤Vt−1


= Vt−1 + Vt−1UtVt−1 . (101)
So,
1
ν
· (θ∗t − θ∗t−1) = ∆t−1µt−1 + Vtεt−1
= Vt−1UtVt−1µt−1 + Vtεt−1
= Vt−1Utθ
∗
t−1 + Vtεt−1 , (102)
as claimed (end of the proof of Theorem 17).
All that remains to do now is to unravel the relationship in Theorem 17 and quantify the exact
variation θ∗T − θ∗0 as a function of θ∗0 (which is the error-free optimal classifier), holding for any
permutation P∗. We therefore suppose that the invertibility assumption holds.
Theorem 18 Suppose the invertibility assumption holds. For any T ≥ 1,
θ∗T − θ∗0 = (HT,0 − Id)θ∗0 +
T−1∑
t=0
HT,t+1λt . (103)
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Proof We recall first that we have from Theorem 17, θ∗t+1−θ∗t = Λtθ∗t +λt, ∀t ≥ 0. Equivalently,
θ∗t+1 = (Id + Λt)θ
∗
t + λt . (104)
Unravelling, we easily get ∀T ≥ 1,
θ∗T =
T−1∏
t=0
(Id + Λt)θ
∗
0 + λT−1 +
T−2∑
j=0
T−1∏
t=j+1
(Id + Λt)λj
= HT,0θ
∗
0 +
T−1∑
t=0
HT,t+1λt , (105)
which yields the statement of Theorem 18.
Since it applies to every permutation matrix, Theorem 18 applies to every entity resolution algo-
rithm. Theorem 18 gives us a interesting expression for the deviation θ∗T − θ∗0 which can be used
to derive bounds on the distance between the two classifiers. We apply it now to derive one such
bound.
10.3.3 Finalizing the proof of Theorem 6
We first need an intermediate technical Lemma. Let µ({ai}) .= (1/m) ·
∑
i ai denote for short the
average of set {ai}mi=1 with ai ≥ 0, ∀i. Let γ′ ≥ 0 be any real such that:
µ2({ai})
µ({a2i })
≤ (1− γ′) . (106)
Remark that the result is true for γ′ = 0 since µ({a2i }) − µ2({ai}) is just the variance of {ai},
which is non-negative. Remark also that we must have γ′ ≤ 1.
Lemma 19
∑
i ((1− ε)ai − q)2 ≥ γ′(1− ε)2
∑
i a
2
i , ∀ε ≤ 1, q ∈ R.
Proof Remark that√
(1− γ′)µ({a2i }) = inf
k≥0
1
2
·
(
k +
1
k
· (1− γ′)µ({a2i })
)
, (107)
so we have:
µ({ai}) ≤
√
(1− γ′)µ({a2i }) (108)
≤ q
2(1− ε) +
(1− γ′)(1− ε)
2q
· µ({a2i }) . (109)
Ineq. (108) holds because of ineq. (106) and ineq. (108) holds because of eq. (107) and substitut-
ing k
.
= q/(1− ε) ≥ 0. After reorganising, we obtain:
nq2 − 2(1− ε)q
∑
i
ai + (1− γ′)(1− ε)2
∑
i
a2i ≥ 0 , (110)
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and so we obtain the inequality of:∑
i
((1− ε)ai − q)2 = nq2 − 2(1− ε)q
∑
i
ai + (1− ε)2
∑
i
a2i
≥ γ′(1− ε)2
∑
i
a2i , (111)
which allows to conclude the proof of Lemma 19.
Let
γ′(X,w)
.
= 1− µ
2({̟(xi,w)}mi=1)
µ({̟2(xi,w)}mi=1)
, (112)
where we recall that µ({ai}mi=1) is the average in set {ai}. It is easy to remark that γ′(X,w) ∈ [0, 1]
and it can be used in Lemma 19 for the choice
{ai} .= {̟(xi,w)}mi=1 . (113)
It is also not hard to see that as long as there exists two xi in X with a different direction, we shall
have γ′(X,w) > 0, ∀w.
Following [5], for any symmetric matrix M, we let λ↓(M) (resp. λ↑(M)) denote the vector of
eigenvalues arranged in decreasing (resp. increasing) order. So, λ↓1(M) (resp. λ
↑
1(M)) denotes the
maximal (resp. minimal) eigenvalue of M.
Lemma 20 For any set S
.
= {ai}mi=1, let µ(S) and σ(S) denote the mean and standard deviation of
S. If Pt is (ε, τ)-accurate, let us define, ∀i ∈ {−1, 1} andw ∈ Rd,
Mmin(i,w)
.
=
{
(1− ε)2σ2({̟(xi,w)}ni=1) if i = +1 ,
−(1 + ε)2µ({̟2(xi,w)}ni=1)− τ 2 otherwise , (114)
andMmax(i,w)
.
= −Mmin(−i,w). Also,Mmin(i) .= infwMmin(i,w) andMmax(i) .= supwMmax(i,w).
Then the eigenspectrum of Vt is bounded as indicated:
λ↓1(Vt) ≤
1
m
· 1
Mmin(sign(c)) +
2γ
|c|
λ↑1(Γ)
, (115)
λ↑1(Vt) ≥
1
m
· 1
Mmax(sign(c)) +
2γ
|c|
λ↑1(Γ)
, (116)
where c is defined in Lemma 15.
Remark: bothMmin andMmax are in fact of order X
2
∗ in absolute value.
Proof If Pt is (ε, τ)-accurate, it comes from the triangle inequality
|xˆ⊤tiw| = |x⊤i w + (xtiB − xiB)⊤wB|
≥ |x⊤i w| − |(xtiB − xiB)⊤wB|
≥ (1− ε)|x⊤i w| − τ‖w‖2 , (117)
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and also
|xˆ⊤tiw| = |x⊤i w + (xtiB − xiB)⊤wB|
≤ |x⊤i w|+ |(xtiB − xiB)⊤wB|
≤ (1 + ε)|x⊤i w|+ τ‖w‖2 , (118)
so
|xˆ⊤tiw| ∈
[
(1− ε)|x⊤i w| − τ‖w‖2, (1 + ε)|x⊤i w|+ τ‖w‖2
]
, ∀i ∈ [m], ∀t ≥ 1 . (119)
Using (119) and Lemma 19 with q
.
= τ and ai
.
= ‖xi‖2| cos(xi,w)|, we obtain the last inequality
of:
‖Xˆ⊤t w‖22 =
∑
i
(xˆ⊤i w)
2
≥
∑
i
((1− ε)|x⊤i w| − τ‖w‖2)2
= ‖w‖22 ·
∑
i
((1− ε)̟(xi,w)− τ)2
≥ ‖w‖22(1− ε)2 · γ′(X,w)
∑
i
̟2(xi,w) , (120)
but we also have, ∀w ∈ Rd,
σ2({̟(xi,w)}ni=1) .= µ({̟2(xi,w)})− µ2({̟(xi,w)})
=
(
1− µ
2({̟(xi,w)})
µ({̟2(xi,w)})
)
· µ({̟2(xi,w)})
=
(
1− µ
2({̟(xi,w)})
µ({̟2(xi,w)})
)
· 1
m
·
∑
i
̟2(xi,w)
=
1
m
· γ′(X,w)
∑
i
̟2(xi,w) , (121)
so ineq. (120) yields
‖Xˆ⊤t w‖22 ≥ m‖w‖22(1− ε)2σ2({̟(xi,w)}ni=1)) . (122)
Using (119) also yields
‖Xˆ⊤t w‖22 =
∑
i
(xˆ⊤i w)
2
≤ ‖w‖22 ·
∑
i
((1 + ε)̟(xi,w) + τ)
2
≤ ‖w‖22 ·
(
2(1 + ε)2
∑
i
̟2(xi,w) + 2mτ
2
)
= 2m‖w‖22
(
(1 + ε)2µ({̟2(xi,w)}ni=1) + τ 2
)
, (123)
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because (a + b)2 ≤ 2a2 + 2b2. We get that if sign(c) = +1,
‖Xˆ⊤t w‖22 ∈ m‖w‖22 ·
[
(1− ε)2σ2({̟(xi,w)}ni=1)), (1 + ε)2µ({̟2(xi,w)}ni=1) + τ 2
]
, ∀w ,(124)
while if sign(c) = −1,
‖Xˆ⊤t w‖22 ∈ −m‖w‖22 ·
[
(1 + ε)2µ({̟2(xi,w)}ni=1) + τ 2, (1− ε)2σ2({̟(xi,w)}ni=1))
]
, ∀w .(125)
Now, we define ∀i ∈ {−1, 1} andw ∈ Rd
Mmin(i,w)
.
=
{
(1− ε)2σ2({̟(xi,w)}ni=1)) if i = +1 ,
−(1 + ε)2µ({̟2(xi,w)}ni=1)− τ 2 otherwise , (126)
and Mmax(i,w)
.
= −Mmin(−i,w). We also let Mmin(i) .= infwMmin(i,w) and Mmax(i) .=
supwMmax(i,w). Putting this altogether, we obtain that if Pt is (ε, τ)-accurate, we have
λ↓1(Vt)
.
=

inf
w
w⊤
(
sign(c)XˆtXˆ
⊤
t + ν
′ · Γ
)
w
‖w‖22


−1
≤ 1
m infwMmin(sign(c),w) + ν ′λ
↑
1(Γ)
=
1
m
· 1
Mmin(sign(c),w) +
2γ
|c|
λ↑1(Γ)
, (127)
and
λ↑1(Vt)
.
=

sup
w
w⊤
(
sign(c)XˆtXˆ
⊤
t + ν
′ · Γ
)
w
‖w‖22


−1
≥ 1
m supwMmax(sign(c),w) + ν
′λ↑1(Γ)
=
1
m
· 1
Mmax(sign(c)) +
2γ
|c|
λ↑1(Γ)
. (128)
This ends the proof of Lemma 20.
Lemma 21 Suppose (1 − c1,t)2 − c0,tc2,t 6= 02 and at 6= 0. Then Ut is negative semi-definite iff
(1 − c1,t)2 − c0,tc2,t < 0. Otherwise, Ut is indefinite. In all cases, for any z ∈ {λ↓1(Ut), |λ↑1(Ut)|},
we have
z ≤ 2 + 3(c0,t + c2,t)
2|(1− c1,t)2 − c0,tc2,t| ·max{‖at‖
2
2, ‖bt‖22} . (129)
2This is implied by the invertibility assumption.
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Proof Consider a block-vector following the column-block partition of Ut,
x˜
.
=
[
x
y
]
. (130)
Denote for short ζ
.
= (1− c1,t)2 − c0,tc2,t. We have
Utx˜ =
1
ζ
·
[
(c2,t(a
⊤
t x) + (1− c1,t)(b⊤t y)) · at
((1− c1,t)(a⊤t x) + c0,t(b⊤t y)) · bt
]
. (131)
We see that the only possibility for x˜ to be an eigenvector is that x ∝ at and y ∝ bt (including the
null vector for at most one vector). We now distinguish two cases.
Case 1. c1,t = 1. In this case, Ut is block diagonal and so we get two eigenvectors:
Ut
[
at
0
]
= − 1
c0,tc2,t
·
[
c2,t · ata⊤t 0
0 c0,t · btb⊤t
] [
a
0
]
= − 1
λ(a+t )
·
[
at
0
]
, (132)
with (since ‖a+t ‖22 = ‖at‖22):
λ(a+t )
.
=
a+t
⊤
Vt−1a
+
t
‖a+t ‖22
, (133)
and
Ut
[
0
bt
]
= − 1
λ(b+t )
·
[
0
bt
]
, λ(b+t )
.
=
b+t
⊤
Vt−1b
+
t
‖b+t ‖22
. (134)
We also remark that Ut is negative semi-definite.
Case 2. c1,t 6= 1. In this case, let us assume without loss of generality that for some α ∈ R∗,
x = α · at ,
y = bt .
In this case, we obtain
Utx˜ =
(1− c1,t)(a⊤t x) + c0,t(b⊤t y)
(1− c1,t)2 − c0,tc2,t ·
[
c2,t(a⊤t x)+(1−c1,t)(b
⊤
t y)
(1−c1,t)(a⊤t x)+c0,t(b
⊤
t y)
· at
bt
]
=
α(1− c1,t)‖at‖22 + c0,t‖bt‖22
(1− c1,t)2 − c0,tc2,t ·
[
αc2,t‖at‖22+(1−c1,t)‖bt‖
2
2
α(1−c1,t)‖at‖22+c0,t‖bt‖
2
2
· at
bt
]
.
= λ · x˜ , (135)
and so we obtain the eigenvalue
λ =
α(1− c1,t)‖at‖22 + c0,t‖bt‖22
(1− c1,t)2 − c0,tc2,t , (136)
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and we get from the eigenvector that α satisfies
α =
αc2,t‖at‖22 + (1− c1,t)‖bt‖22
α(1− c1,t)‖at‖22 + c0,t‖bt‖22
, (137)
and so
(1− c1,t)‖at‖22α2 + (c0,t‖bt‖22 − c2,t‖at‖22)α− (1− c1,t)‖bt‖22 = 0 . (138)
We note that the discriminant is
τ = (c0,t‖bt‖22 − c2,t‖at‖22)2 + 4(1− c1,t)2‖at‖22‖bt‖22 , (139)
which is always > 0. Therefore we always have two roots,
α± =
c2,t‖at‖22 − c0,t‖bt‖22 ±
√
(c0,t‖bt‖22 − c2,t‖at‖22)2 + 4(1− c1,t)2‖at‖22‖bt‖22
2(1− c1,t)‖at‖22
.(140)
yielding two non-zero eigenvalues,
λ±(Ut) =
1
2ζ
·
(
c2,t‖at‖22 + c0,t‖bt‖22 ±
√
(c0,t‖bt‖22 − c2,t‖at‖22)2 + 4(1− c1,t)2‖at‖22‖bt‖22
)
.(141)
Let us analyze the sign of both eigenvalues. For the numerator of λ− to be negative, we have
equivalently after simplification
(c2,t‖at‖22 + c0,t‖bt‖22)2 < (c0,t‖bt‖22 − c2,t‖at‖22)2 + 4(1− c1,t)2‖at‖22‖bt‖22 , (142)
which simplifies in c0,tc2,t < (1− c1,t)2, i.e. ζ > 0. Hence, λ− < 0.
Now, for λ+, it is easy to check that its sign is that of ζ . When ζ > 0, we have λ+ ≥ |λ−|, and
because a2 + b2 ≤ (|a|+ |b|)2, we get
λ↓1(Ut) = λ+ ≤
1
2
· (c2,t‖at‖22 + c0,t‖bt‖22 + |c0,t‖bt‖22 − c2,t‖at‖22|+ 2(1− c1,t)‖at‖2‖bt‖2)
≤ c2,t‖at‖22 + c0,t‖bt‖22 + (1− c1,t)‖at‖2‖bt‖2 . (143)
Now, remark that because Vt is positive definite,
c0,t − 2c1,t + c2,t .= a+t ⊤Vta+t − 2a+t ⊤Vtb+t + b+t ⊤Vtb+t
= (a+t − b+t )⊤Vt(a+t − b+t )
≥ 0 , (144)
showing that c1,t ≤ (c0,t + c2,t)/2. So we get from ineq. (143),
λ↓1(Ut) ≤
1
ζ
·
(
c2,t‖at‖22 + c0,t‖bt‖22 +
(
1 +
c0,t + c2,t
2
)
‖at‖2‖bt‖2
)
≤ 1
ζ
·
(
1 +
3
2
· (c0,t + c2,t)
)
·max{‖at‖22, ‖bt‖22}
≤ 2 + 3(c0,t + c2,t)
2((1− c1,t)2 − c0,tc2,t) ·max{‖at‖
2
2, ‖bt‖22} . (145)
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When ζ < 0, we remark that λ+ < λ− and so Ut is negative semi-definite.
Whenever c1,t 6= 1, it is then easy to check that for any z ∈ {|λ+|, |λ−|}, ineq. (145) brings
z ≤ 2 + 3(c0,t + c2,t)
2|(1− c1,t)2 − c0,tc2,t| ·max{‖at‖
2
2, ‖bt‖22} . (146)
Whenever c1,t = 1 (Case 1.), it is also immediate to check that for any z ∈ {| − 1/λ(a+t )|, | −
1/λ(b+t )|},
z ≤ max
{
1
c0,t
,
1
c2,t
}
·max{‖at‖22, ‖bt‖22}
<
(
1 +
3
c0,t
+
3
c2,t
)
·max{‖at‖22, ‖bt‖22}
=
2 + 3(c0,t + c2,t)
2|(1− c1,t)2 − c0,tc2,t| ·max{‖at‖
2
2, ‖bt‖22} . (147)
Once we remark that c1,t = 1 implies ζ < 0, we obtain the statement of Lemma 21.
Lemma 22 If Pt is (ε, τ)-accurate, then the following holds true:
‖b+t ‖22 = ‖bt‖22 ≤ 2ξ ·X2∗ , (148)
‖a+t ‖22 = ‖at‖22 ≤ 2ξ ·X2∗ , (149)
where ξ is defined in eq. (8).
Proof To prove ineq. (148), we make two applications of point 2. in the (ε, τ)-accuracy assump-
tion with F
.
= B:
̟((xuB(t) − xvB(t))F,wF) ≤ ε · max
i∈{uB(t),vB(t)}
̟(xi,w) + τ ,
∀w ∈ Rd : ‖w‖2 = 1 . (150)
Fix w
.
= (1/‖xvB(t)‖2) · xvB(t). We get:
|(xvB(t) − xuB(t))⊤BxvB(t)B | ≤ ε ·max{|x⊤uB(t)xvB(t)|, ‖xvB(t)‖22}+ τ · ‖xvB(t)‖2
≤ ε ·X2∗ + τ ·X∗ = ξ ·X2∗ . (151)
Fix w
.
= (1/‖xuB(t)‖2) · xuB(t). We get:
|(xuB(t) − xvB(t))⊤BxuB(t)B | ≤ ε ·max{|x⊤uB(t)xvB(t)|, ‖xuB(t)‖22}+ τ · ‖xuB(t)‖2
≤ ε ·X2∗ + τ ·X∗ = ξ ·X2∗ . (152)
Folding together ineqs. (151) and (152) yields
‖(xvB(t) − xuB(t))B‖22 = (xvB(t) − xuB(t))⊤B (xvB(t) − xuB(t))B
≤ |(xvB(t) − xuB(t))⊤BxvB(t)B |+ |(xvB(t) − xuB(t))⊤BxuB(t)B |
≤ 2ξ ·X2∗ . (153)
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We get
‖b+t ‖22 = ‖bt‖22 = ‖(xvB(t) − xuB(t))B‖22 ≤ 2ξ ·X2∗ , (154)
which yields ineq. (148). To get ineq. (149), we switch F
.
= B by F
.
= A in our application of point
2. in the (ε, τ)-accuracy assumption.
Lemma 23 If Pt is (ε, τ)-accurate and the data-model calibration assumption holds,
ci,t ≤ 1
12
, ∀i ∈ {0, 1, 2} . (155)
Proof We remark that
c0,t
.
= a+t
⊤
Vta
+
t
≤ λ↓1(Vt)‖a+t ‖22
≤ 2λ↓1(Vt)ξ ·X2∗ ,
and for the same reasons, c2,t ≤ 2λ↓1(Vt)ξ · X2∗ . Hence, it comes from the proof of Lemma 21
that we also have c2,t ≤ 2λ↓1(Vt)ξ · X2∗ . Using ineq. (115) in Lemma 20, we thus obtain for any
i ∈ {0, 1, 2}:
ci,t ≤ 1
m
· 2ξ ·X
2
∗
Mmin(sign(c),w) +
2γ
|c|
λ↑1(Γ)
=
ξ
m
· |c| · X
2
∗
|c|
2
Mmin(sign(c),w) + γλ
↑
1(Γ)
≤ 1
4
· 1
4
<
1
12
, (156)
as claimed. The last inequality uses the data-model calibration assumption.
Corollary 24 Suppose Pt is (ε, τ)-accurate for any t ≥ 1 and the data-model calibration assump-
tion holds. Then the invertibility assumption holds.
Proof From Lemma 23, we conclude that (1 − c1,t)2 > 121/144 > 1/144 > c0,tc2,t > 0, hence
the invertibility assumption holds.
Lemma 25 If Pt is (ε, τ)-accurate and the data-model calibration assumption holds, the following
holds true: Id + Λt ≻ 0 and
λ↓1 (Λt) ≤
ξ
m
. (157)
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Proof First note that λ↑1(Vt) ≥ 1/(γλ↓1(Γ)) > 0 and so Vt ≻ 0, which implies that Λt .= νVtUt =
νV
1/2
t (V
1/2
t UtV
1/2
t )V
−1/2
t , i.e. Λt is similar to a symmetric matrix (V
1/2
t UtV
1/2
t ) and therefore has
only real eigenvalues. We get
λ↓1 (Λt) = λ
↓
1 (ν · VtUt)
≤ |ν|λ↓1(Vt) ·
(
1 +
3
2
· (c0,t + c2,t)
)
·max{‖at‖22, ‖bt‖22} (158)
≤ 2 + 3(c0,t + c2,t)|(1− c1,t)2 − c0,tc2,t| · |ν|λ
↓
1(Vt)ξ ·X2∗ . (159)
Ineq. (158) is due to Lemma 21 and ineq. (159) is due to Lemma 22. We now use Lemma 23 and
its proof, which shows that
(1− c1,t)2 − c0,tc2,t ≥
(
1− 1
12
)2
− 1
144
=
5
6
. (160)
Letting U
.
= |ν|λ↓1(Vt)ξ ·X2∗ for short, we thus get from the proof of Lemma 23:
λ↓1 (Λt) ≤
6
5
· (2 + 3(U + U))U
=
6
5
· (2U + 6U2) . (161)
Now we want λ↓1 (Λt) ≤ ξ/m, which translates into a second-order inequality for U , whose solu-
tion imposes the following upperbound on U :
6U ≤ −1 +
√
1 +
5ξ
m
. (162)
We can indeed forget the lowerbound for U , whose sign is negative while U ≥ 0.
Since
√
1 + x ≥ 1 + (x/2)− (x2/8) for x ≥ 0 (and ξ/m ≥ 0), we get the sufficient condition
for ineq. (162) to be satisfied:
6|ν|λ↓1(Vt)ξ ·X2∗ ≤
5ξ
2m
− 25
8
·
(
ξ
m
)2
. (163)
Now, it comes from Lemma 20 that a sufficient condition for ineq. (163) is that
ξ
m
· 6|ν|X
2
∗
Mmin(sign(c),w) +
2γ
|c|
λ↑1(Γ)
≤ 5ξ
2m
− 25
8
·
(
ξ
m
)2
, (164)
which, after simplification, is equivalent to
12
5
· |ν|X
2
∗
Mmin(sign(c),w) +
2γ
|c|
λ↑1(Γ)
+
5ξ
4m
≤ 1 , (165)
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or,
6|F ′(0)|
5
· X
2
∗
|c|
2
Mmin(sign(c),w) + γλ
↑
1(Γ)
+
5ξ
4m
≤ 1 , (166)
But, the data-model calibration assumption implies that the left-hand side is no more than (3/5) +
(5/16) = 73/80 < 1, and ineq. (157) follows.
It also trivially follows that Id +Λt has only real eigenvalues. To prove that they are all strictly
positive, we know that the only potentially negative eigenvalue of Ut, λ− (Lemma 21) is smaller
in absolute value to λ↓1(Ut). Vt being positive definite, we thus have under the (ε, τ)-accuracy
assumption and data-model calibration:
λ↑1(Id + Λt) ≥ 1−
ξ
m
≥ 1− 1
4
=
3
4
> 0 , (167)
showing Id + Λt is positive definite. This ends the proof of Lemma 25.
We recall that 0 ≤ T+ ≤ T denote the number of elementary permutations that act between
classes, and ρ
.
= T+/T denote the proportion of such elementary permutations among all.
Theorem 26 Suppose P∗ is (ε, τ)-accurate and α-bounded, and the data-model calibration as-
sumption holds. Then the following holds for all T ≥ 1:
‖θ∗T − θ∗0‖2 ≤
ξ
m
· T 2 ·
(
‖θ∗0‖2 +
√
ξ
4X∗
· ρ
)
≤
(
ξ
m
)α
·
(
‖θ∗0‖2 +
√
ξ
4X∗
· ρ
)
. (168)
Proof We use Theorem 18, which yields from the triangle inequality:
‖θ∗T − θ∗0‖2 = ‖(HT,0 − Id)θ∗0‖2 +
∥∥∥∥∥
T−1∑
t=0
HT,t+1λt
∥∥∥∥∥
2
. (169)
Denote for short q
.
= ξ/m. It comes from the definition of Hi,j and Lemma 25 the first inequality
of:
λ↓1 (HT,0 − Id) ≤ (1 + q)T − 1
≤ T 2q , (170)
where the second inequality holds because
(
T
k
)
qk ≤ (Tq)k ≤ Tq for k ≥ 1 whenever Tq ≤ 1,
which is equivalent to
T ≤ m
ξ
, (171)
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which is implied by the condition of α-bounded permutation size (n/ξ ≥ 4 ≥ 1 from the data-
model calibration assumption). We thus get
‖ (HT,0 − Id) θ∗0‖2 ≤ T 2q · ‖θ∗0‖2 . (172)
Using ineq. (169), this shows the statement of the Theorem with (188). The upperbound comes
from the fact that the factor in the right hand side is no more than (ξ/m)α for some 0 ≤ α ≤ 1
provided this time the stronger constraint holds:
T ≤
(
m
ξ
) 1−α
2
, (173)
which is the condition of α-boundedness.
Let us now have a look at the shift term in eq. (169), which depends only on the mistakes
between classes done during the permutation (which changes the mean operator between permuta-
tions),
R
.
=
T−1∑
t=0
HT,t+1λt . (174)
Using eq. (75), we can simplify R since λt = νVt+1εt, so if we define G.,. from H.,. as follows, for
0 ≤ j ≤ i:
Gi,j
.
= νHi,jVj , (175)
then we get
R
.
=
T−1∑
t=0
GT,t+1εt , (176)
where we recall that εt
.
= µt+1 − µt is the shift in the mean operator, which is the null vector
whenever Pt acts in a specific class (yuA(t) = yvA(t)). To see this, we remark
εt
.
= µt+1 − µt
=
∑
i
yi ·
[
xiA
x(t+1)i
B
]
−
∑
i
yi ·
[
xiA
xtiB
]
=
∑
i
yi ·
[
0
x(t+1)i
B
]
−
∑
i
yi ·
[
0
xtiB
]
=
[
0∑
i yi · (x(t+1)iB − xtiB)
]
.
=
[
0
εtB
]
, (177)
which can be simplified further since we work with the elementary permutation Pt,
εtB = yuA(t) · (xvB(t) − xuB(t))B + yvA(t) · (xuB(t) − xvB(t))B
= (yuA(t) − yvA(t)) · (xvB(t) − xuB(t))B . (178)
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Hence,
‖εt‖2 = ‖εtB‖2 = 1yuA(t) 6=yvA(t) · ‖(xvB(t) − xuB(t))B‖2
≤ 1yuA(t) 6=yvA(t) ·
√
2ξ)X∗ , (179)
from Lemma 22, and we see that indeed ‖εt‖2 = 0when the elementary permutation occurs within
observations of the same class.
It follows from the data-model calibration assumption and Lemma 20 that
λ↓1(Vt) ≤
1
m
· 1
Mmin(sign(c)) +
2γ
|c|
λ↑1(Γ)
=
|c|
2mX2∗
· X
2
∗
|c|
2
·Mmin(sign(c)) + γλ↑1(Γ)
≤ |c|
2mX2∗
· 1
2
·min
{
1
|F ′(0)| ,
1
2|c|
}
≤ 1
8mX2∗
. (180)
Using [5] (Problem III.6.14), Lemma 25 and ineq. (180), we also obtain
λ↓1 (GT,t+1) ≤ 2 ·
(
1 +
ξ
n
)T−t−1
· 1
8mX2∗
. (181)
So,
‖R‖2 ≤
T−1∑
t=0
λmax (GT,t+1) ‖εt‖2
≤ 1
2
√
2
·
T−1∑
t=0
1yu
A
(t) 6=yv
A
(t)
·
(
1 +
ξ
n
)T−t−1
·
√
ξ
mX∗
=
1
2X∗
·
√
ξ
2
·
T−1∑
t=0
1yu
A
(t) 6=yv
A
(t)
·
(
1 +
ξ
n
)T−t−1
· ξ
m
, (182)
from ineq. (179). Assuming T+ ≤ T errors are made by permutations between classes and
recalling q
.
= ξ/m, we see that the largest upperbound for ‖R‖2 in ineq. (182) is obtained when all
T+ errors happen at the last elementary permutations in the sequence in P∗, so we get that
‖R‖2 ≤ 1
2X∗
·
√
ξ
2
·
T+−1∑
t=0
q(1 + q)T−t−1
=
1
2X∗
·
√
ξ
2
· q(1 + q)T−T+
T+−1∑
t=0
(1 + q)T+−t−1
=
1
2X∗
·
√
ξ
2
· (1 + q)T−T+((1 + q)T+ − 1) . (183)
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It comes from ineq. (170) (1 + q)T+ − 1 ≤ T 2+q and
(1 + q)T−T+ ≤ (T − T+)2q + 1
≤
(
n
ξ
)1−α
· ξ
n
+ 1
=
(
ξ
n
)α
+ 1
≤ 1
4
+ 1 <
√
2 . (184)
The last line is due to the data-model calibration assumption. We finally get from ineq. (183)
‖R‖2 ≤
√
ξ
2X∗
· ξ
m
· T 2+
=
ξ
3
2
4X∗m
· T 2+ . (185)
We also remark that if P∗ is α-bounded, since T+ ≤ T , we also have:
ξ
3
2
4X∗m
· T 2+ ≤
ξ
3
2
4X∗m
·
(
m
ξ
)1−α
=
√
ξ
4X∗
·
(
ξ
m
)α
. (186)
Summarizing, we get
‖θ∗T − θ∗0‖2 ≤ a(T ) · ‖θ∗0‖2 + b(T+) , (187)
where
a(T )
.
=
ξ
m
· T 2 ≤
(
ξ
m
)α
, (188)
b(T+)
.
=
ξ
3
2
4X∗m
· T 2+ ≤
√
ξ
4X∗
·
(
ξ
m
)α
, (189)
which yields the proof of Theorem 26.
Theorem 26 easily yields the proof of Theorem 6.
10.4 Proof of Theorem 8
Remark that for any example (x, y), we have from Cauchy-Schwartz inequality:
|y(θ∗T − θ∗0)⊤x| = |(θ∗T − θ∗0)⊤x| ≤ ‖θ∗T − θ∗0‖2‖x‖2
≤
(
ξ
m
)α
·
(
‖θ∗0‖2 +
√
ξ
4X∗
· ρ
)
·X∗
=
(
ξ
m
)α
·
(
‖θ∗0‖2X∗ +
√
ξ
4
· ρ
)
. (190)
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So, to have |y(θ∗T − θ∗0)⊤x| < κ for some κ > 0, it is sufficient that
m > ξ ·
(‖θ∗0‖2X∗
κ
+
√
ξ
4κ
· ρ
) 1
α
. (191)
In this case, for any example (x, y) such that y(θ∗0)
⊤x > κ, then
y(θ∗T )
⊤x = y(θ∗0)
⊤x+ y(θ∗T − θ∗0)⊤x
≥ y(θ∗0)⊤x− |y(θ∗T − θ∗0)⊤x|
> κ− κ = 0 , (192)
and we get the statement of the Theorem.
10.5 Proof of Theorem 9
We want to bound the difference between the loss over the true data for the optimal (unknown)
classifier θ∗0 and the classifier we learn from entity resolved data, θ
∗
T :
∆S(θ
∗
0, θ
∗
T )
.
= ℓTF (0),F ′(0),c(S, θ
∗
T ; γ,Γ)− ℓTF (0),F ′(0),c(S, θ∗0; γ,Γ) . (193)
We have
∆S(θ
∗
0, θ
∗
T ) =
1
m
·
(
−F ′(0)(θ∗T − θ∗0)⊤
(∑
i
yixi
)
+ c ·
∑
i
(
((θ∗0)
⊤xi)
2 − ((θ∗T )⊤xi)2
))
+γ(θ∗T )
⊤Γθ∗T − γ(θ∗0)⊤Γθ∗0
=
1
m
· (A+B) + C , (194)
with
A
.
= −F ′(0)(θ∗T − θ∗0)⊤µ0
B
.
= c ·
∑
i
(
((θ∗0)
⊤xi)
2 − ((θ∗T )⊤xi)2
)
C
.
= γ · ((θ∗T )⊤Γθ∗T − (θ∗0)⊤Γθ∗0)
Let Γ
.
=
∑
i λ
↓
i (Γ)uiu
⊤
i , where the uis are orthonormal. Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and the fact
that the uis are unit yields:
(θ∗T )
⊤Γθ∗T − (θ∗0)⊤Γθ∗0 =
∑
i
λ↓i (Γ)(θ
∗
T − θ∗0)⊤uiu⊤i (θ∗T + θ∗0)
≤
∑
i
λ↓i (Γ)‖θ∗T − θ∗0‖2‖θ∗T + θ∗0‖2‖ui‖22
= ‖θ∗T − θ∗0‖2‖θ∗T + θ∗0‖2 ·
∑
i
λ↓i (Γ)
≤ dλ↓1(Γ)‖θ∗T − θ∗0‖2‖θ∗T + θ∗0‖2 . (195)
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We also have, mutatis mutandis:
B = c
(∑
i
(
(θ∗0 − θ∗T )⊤xi
) (
(θ∗0 + θ
∗
T )
⊤xi
))
≤ m|c|‖θ∗T − θ∗0‖2‖θ∗T + θ∗0‖2X2∗ , (196)
and finally A ≤ |F ′(0)|‖θ∗T − θ∗0‖2‖µ0‖2. So,
∆S(θ
∗
0, θ
∗
T ) ≤ ‖θ∗T − θ∗0‖2 ·
( |F ′(0)|‖µ0‖2
m
+ ‖θ∗T + θ∗0‖2(|c|X2∗ + dγλ↓1(Γ))
)
(197)
We now need to bound ‖θ∗T + θ∗0‖2 in a convenient way:
‖θ∗T + θ∗0‖2 = ‖θ∗T − θ∗0 + 2θ∗0‖2
≤ ‖θ∗T − θ∗0‖2 + 2‖θ∗0‖2 , (198)
and so Theorem 26 yields:
‖θ∗T + θ∗0‖2 ≤ 2‖θ∗0‖2 +
ξ
n
· T 2 ·
(
‖θ∗0‖2 +
√
ξ
4X∗
· ρ
)
= 2‖θ∗0‖2 +
ξ(δθ + δP)
mX∗
· T 2 . (199)
Denote for short
η
.
= ‖θ∗0‖2 +
√
ξ
4X∗
· ρ = δθ + δP
X∗
. (200)
We obtain:
∆S(θ
∗
0, θ
∗
T ) ≤
ξη
m
· T 2 ·
(
|F ′(0)|‖µ0‖2
m
+ 2|c|‖θ∗0‖2X2∗ + 2dγλ↓1(Γ)‖θ∗0‖2 + |c|ξX∗(δθ+δP)m · T 2
+
dξ(δθ+δP)γλ
↓
1(Γ)
mX∗
· T 2
)
=
ξ(δθ + δP)
m
· T 2 ·

 |F ′(0)|δS + 2|c|δθ + 2dγλ↓1(Γ)δθX2∗ + |c|ξ(δθ+δP)m · T 2
+
dξ(δθ+δP)γλ
↓
1(Γ)
mX2∗
· T 2


≤ (δθ + δP)C(m) ·
(
|F ′(0)|δS +
(
|c|+ dγλ
↓
1(Γ)
X2∗
)
(2δθ + C(m)(δθ + δP))
)
≤ (δθ + δP)C(m) ·
(
|F ′(0)|δS +
(
|c|+ dγλ
↓
1(Γ)
X2∗
)
(3δθ + 2δP)
)
. (201)
We have used in the last inequality the fact that under the data-model calibration assumption,
C(m) ≤ (1/4)α ≤ 1. This ends the proof of Theorem 9.
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10.6 Proof of Theorem 10
Letting Σm
.
= {−1, 1}m, the empirical Rademacher complexity of hypothesis classH is [4]:
Rm
.
= Eσ∼Σm sup
h∈H
{ES[σ(x)h(x)]} . (202)
It is well-known that we have for linear classifiers whose L2 norm is bounded by θ∗ [19] (Theorem
3):
Rm ≤ X∗θ∗√
m
. (203)
We have from Theorem 6 and the triangle inequality:
‖θ∗T‖2 ≤
(
1 + C(m) ·
(
1 +
δP
δθ
))
· ‖θ∗0‖2 , (204)
so we can consider that
Rm ≤ δθ√
m
·
(
1 + C(m) ·
(
1 +
δP
δθ
))
= R∗m +
C(m)√
m
· (δθ + δP) . (205)
We split the Rademacher complexity this way becauseR∗m
.
= δθ/
√
m is the bound on the Rademacher
complexity with which we could have worked for θ∗0. Let
A
.
= (δθ + δP)C(m) ·
(
|F ′(0)|δS +
(
|c|+ dγλ
↓
1(Γ)
X2∗
)
(3δθ + 2δP)
)
(206)
be the penalty appearing in ineq. (201). Letting L denote the Lipschitz constant for the Taylor loss,
we get from [4] (Theorem 7) that with probability≥ 1− δ over the drawing of S ∼ Dn,
Pr
(x,y)∼D
[
y(θ∗T )
⊤x ≤ 0] ≤ ℓTF (0),F ′(0),c(S, θ∗T ; γ,Γ) + 2LRm +
√
ln(2/δ)
2m
≤ ℓTF (0),F ′(0),c(S, θ∗0; γ,Γ) + A + 2LR∗m +
2LC(m)√
m
· (δθ + δP)
+
√
ln(2/δ)
2m
. (207)
So let us denote
B
.
= ℓTF (0),F ′(0),c(S, θ
∗
0; γ,Γ) + 2LR
∗
m +
√
ln(2/δ)
2m
, (208)
which would be [4]’s (Theorem 7) bound guarantee (with high probability) on the optimal classifier
θ∗0 . We instead get
Pr
(x,y)∼D
[
y(θ∗T )
⊤x ≤ 0] ≤ ℓTF (0),F ′(0),c(S, θ∗T ; γ,Γ) + 2LRm +
√
ln(2/δ)
2m
≤ B +D . (209)
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where
D
.
= A+
2LC(m)√
m
· (δθ + δP)
= (δθ + δP)C(m) ·
(
2L√
m
+ |F ′(0)|δS +
(
|c|+ dγλ
↓
1(Γ)
X2∗
)
(3δθ + 2δP)
)
(210)
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